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Decreased student attendance at sporting events has become a problem for schools across
the country, including for the University of Texas at Austin (UT). There are a variety of factors
affecting this issue, such as teams’ win-loss records, but not all factors are controllable by
athletic departments. In order to solve the problem and increase attendance, this thesis identifies
what factors are the most influential at UT in students’ decisions not to attend games and
minimize the effects of the factors that the UT athletic department has control over. This issue is
important for the athletic department to focus on because increased student attendance at
sporting events provides benefits to the University as a whole and its students such as additional
revenue, improved win-loss records of teams, and positive psychological and health changes in
students.
This thesis uses prior research to develop a list of factors that affect students’ decisions to
attend games for the three traditional revenue sports: football, men’s basketball, and baseball.
This list of factors was then incorporated into a survey of current UT students that collected
background information such as age, gender, level of interest in sports, and whether or not
students grew up UT sports fans. The survey also collected the average number of games
students attended for each sport each season and a ranking of the top five factors that were the
most influential in their decisions not to attend games for each sport. Analyzing the survey
results and building on prior research, this thesis suggests that the most influential factors and
main areas of recommendation include transportation, the social aspect of sporting events, food
and beverages, engaging students at younger ages before they enter college, and targeting
women.
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Introduction
Over the past years, student attendance at sporting events at universities, including the
University of Texas at Austin (UT), has decreased. A 2014 Wall Street Journal study found that
the average student attendance at college football games has dropped by 7.1% between 2009 and
2013 and that more students are arriving to games late, leaving early, or both.1 The decrease in
general attendance is partially caused by an increase in ability, comfort, and convenience and the
decrease in costs and time commitment that come with watching games from one’s own home.2
This problem is one found in schools all over the country including UT.
At UT, one potential cause of this decrease in attendance is the decrease in performance
of the traditionally more popular and well-known sports: football, basketball, and baseball.
Texas’ home football game against Oklahoma State in the 2017 season clearly showed the
problem with student attendance UT was facing. After kickoff, the student section gained more
members but it still never reached full capacity. The game was an 11 A.M. kickoff but against a
very desirable opponent, Oklahoma State, who was then ranked number 10 in the country. In a
press conference following the game, a reporter asked Tom Herman - the head football coach about the lack of attendance in the student sections. Herman commented, “I was disappointed.
We’ve got to win. Everybody loves a winner. So some of that is on us. I was disappointed that
we had performed to the point where students had that kind of apathy for it”.
Herman also acknowledged how some of his attempts to engage students with the team
had failed: “We even, the first couple games, tried to do a little ‘swag surf’ with (the students) as
1

Keith, Ted. "Student Body Left." Sports Illustrated, vol. 123, no. 10, 14 Sept. 2015, p. 20. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=109338411&sit
e=ehost-live.
2
Simmons, Jason, et al. "Tomorrow's Fans Gone Today: Assessing Constraints to Student Attendance at College
Football Games." Journal of Applied Sport Management, vol. 9, no. 3, Sept. 2017, pp. 13-23. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=125456600&sit
e=ehost-live.
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we left the field. That wasn’t as big a hit as I thought it would be and so, we got to do better. The
marketing and fan engagement, student engagement people need to do better. I need to do better,
we all need to do better and the students need to do better”.
The lack of student attendance is also something that impacts the players. According to
linebacker Malik Jefferson, “yeah, it sucks. But that’s their decision. I guess (the students) had
better things to do, and I’m not gonna point fingers or be mad at them. It’s their life, it’s their
choice. They do whatever they want”.3
Unfortunately, athletic departments, including UT’s athletic department, cannot directly
control the success of their teams. However, athletic departments and universities can control
other factors that also have an impact on attendance. Therefore, universities and athletic
departments should focus on addressing factors other than win-loss records of their teams that
they can control and work to minimize the effects of those factors in order to improve student
attendance at sporting events.
When considering the topic of college student attendance at sporting events, it is
important to consider the differences between spectators and fans. Spectators watch games while
fans feel something deeper and are more engaged with the game and the teams playing in the
game. Fans see the teams as “an extension” of themselves more so than spectators do.
Considering this distinction, the marketing departments of athletic programs have two key
purposes: 1. Keep and increase the connections very engaged fans already feel and 2. Motivate
spectators who do not currently feel that engagement or connection to start feeling it.4

3

Briseno, Alex. “New DKR Student Seating Structure Was a Long Time Coming.” The Daily Texan, 23 Jan. 2018,
10:02 am, www.dailytexanonline.com/2018/01/23/new-dkr-student-seating-structure-was-a-long-time-coming.
4
Peetz, Ted B. "Marketing the 'Big Game': Developing a Student Rewards Program in College Basketball." Sport
Marketing Quarterly, vol. 20, no. 2, June 2011, pp. 115-121. EBSCOhost,
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This thesis attempts to provide recommendations on how UT can further engage students
who are already considered fans as well as transition students who are spectators into students
who are fans by creating that stronger connection to the team. This thesis will address and
provide recommendations to minimize the factors considered most influential by fans and
spectators in order to improve attendance numbers and the student experience. This thesis
examines the problem of student attendance through new research in the form of a survey as well
as building on past research. The survey results shown in this thesis are based on data collected
from current UT students of various ages, genders, majors, backgrounds, and degrees of interest
in sports. The survey asks general background questions as well as specific questions regarding
football, men’s basketball, and baseball in an attempt to determine what factors play the largest
role in discouraging students from attending sporting events. Using the results from the survey,
research found in the past by other scholars, and analysis, this thesis identifies what factors and
problems seem most prevalent at UT and attempts to provide practical solutions that address
these individual factors. The goal of this thesis is to find ways to minimize factors that prevent
students from attending UT sporting events in order to create better, more holistic Longhorn fans
rather than simply just better football fans, men’s basketball fans, or baseball fans. Based on
prior research and the survey data relating to the traditional three revenue sports, UT should
focus on transportation, the social component of sports, food and beverages, engaging students at
younger ages, and targeting women.
In terms of transportation, UT should work to better publicize the free shuttles already
provided for students to/from West Campus and the basketball arena. UT should also work to
expand this shuttle system to baseball games. For football games, UT should work to increase
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=63284430&site
=ehost-live.
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the number of Uber pick up and drop off zones as well as offer students who use Uber rides
discounts, promotional codes, or completely free rides. In terms of the social component, for
football, UT should further explore the idea of on-campus tailgating and offer post game events.
UT should also work on providing options to buy tickets for just the second half of the game
against less attractive opponents that the student section does not fill up for in order to attract
students who have to balance school commitments with the desire to support the football team
and socialize with their friends at games. For basketball, UT should focus on maximizing the
social component of games by offering a group rewards-based program, and for baseball games,
UT should address the issue of students feeling as if they have no one to go to the game with by
offering block seating packages. In terms of all sports, UT should facilitate interactions among
friends in its student sections, improve its social media content, and involve students in
advertising when games are. Additionally, for food and beverages, UT should work to make
them more affordable and accessible to students through promotions, increase use of vendors,
and additional payment options besides cash. UT should also find ways to engage students at
younger ages before they enter college and to target women by examining what factors are most
influential in those specific groups’ decisions to not attend sporting events.
This topic should be a priority for the athletic department because student attendance at
sporting events provides UT and its students with many positive benefits including additional
revenue for the school, an improved atmosphere that can give its teams a home-field advantage
and improve team records, and positive psychological benefits for its students.

4

Background Information
Motivations for Attendance
It is important that athletic departments’ marketing personnel determine who exactly it is
that they want to target.5 Athletic departments, like UT, need to use promotions and products to
expand their markets by attracting new fans and encouraging people who are already fans to
attend more often. In order to understand how to improve attendance, marketers must understand
what motivates people to attend sporting events. Fans of college sports have a higher probability
of participating in sporting events because of the level of identification they feel with that
college.6 People are also motivated by entertainment or their desire to have a hobby.7 An
additional kind of motivation is wanting to identify with other people and be part of a group.8 It
is easier to attract a fan motivated by wanting to spend time with his/her family and who sees
sports as a way to increase his/her quality of life through promotions revolving around the
family.9
Another important motivation for attending sporting events is the level of identification
that a person feels with his/her team. Mentioned briefly in the introduction, “Fan identification”
is a part of “social identity theory”. Social identity theory deals with how being a part of certain
social groups determines characteristics of people including their “sense of self, pride, or self5

Brooks, C.M. (1994). Sports Marketing: Competitive business strategies for sports. New Jersey: Prentice Hall.;
Lamb, C.W. Jr., Hair, J.F. Jr., & McDaniel, C. (1994). Principles of Marketing. Second Edition. Cincinnati, SouthWestern Publishing Company.; Shank, M.D. (1999). Sports Marketing: A strategic Perspective. New 'Jersey:
Prentice Hall.
6
Wigley, Brian J, et al. “A Study of Collegiate Baseball: Examining Sport Fan Motivation and Marketing
Implications.” International Journal of Sport Management, vol. 3, 2002, pp. 90–102. SPORTDiscus [EBSCO].
7
Melnick, M.J. (1993). Searching for sociability in the stands: a theory of sports spectating. Journal of Sport
Management 7, 44-60.; Sloan, L R . (1989). The function and impact of sports,for fans. New York: Erlbaum.;
Zillman, D., Bryant, J., & Saplosky, B.S. (1989). The enjoyment of watching sports contests. In J.H. Goldstein
(Ed.), Sports, Games, and play: Social and psychological viewpoints. New York: Erlbaum.
8
Smith, G.J. (1988). The noble sports fan. Journal of Sport and Social Issues, 21, 54-65.; Wann, D.L. (1995).
Primary validation of the sport fan motivation scale. Journal of Sport and Social Issues, 19, 377-396.
9
Wigley, Brian J, et al. “A Study of Collegiate Baseball: Examining Sport Fan Motivation and Marketing
Implications.” International Journal of Sport Management, vol. 3, 2002, pp. 90–102. SPORTDiscus [EBSCO].
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esteem”.10 Fan identification is how a person sees his/her connection to a certain team, and fans
that feel strong identification feel as if they are part of the team.11 Strong identification coincides
with higher attendance at sporting events, higher spending on merchandise, more time spent
watching the team perform, a better experience attending games, and more optimism regarding
future success of the team.12 For organizations and athletic departments, a stronger identification
means more money from ticket sales, food and beverage sales, and merchandise sales. Stronger
identification can also mean an increase in the number of donations to athletic departments.13
A variety of factors can create or increase fan identification including the level of talent
of the players,14 family allegiance, geography, and team record.15 Geography seems to be the

10

Fink, J. S., Parker, H. M., Brett, M., & Higgins, J. (2009). Off-field behavior of athletes and team identification:
Using social identity to theory and balance theory to explain fan reactions. Journal of Sport Management, 23, 142155.; Hogg, M. A. (2006). Social identity theory. Contemporary Social Psychological Theories, 13, 111-1369.;
Trepte, S. (2006). Social identity theory. Psychology of entertainment, 255-271.
11
Ashforth, B. E. & Mael, F. (1989). Social identity theory and the organization. Academy of Management Review,
14, 20-39.
12
Brown, N. A., Devlin, M. B., & Billings, A. C. (2010). Fan identification gone extreme: Sports communication
variables between fans and sport in the Ultimate Fighting Championship. International Journal of Sport
Communication, 6, 19-23.; Madrigal, R. (1995). Cognitive and affective determinants of fan satisfaction with
sporting event attendance. Journal of Leisure Research, 27(3), 202-227.; Sutton, W.A., McDonald, M.A., Milne,
G.R., & Cimperman, J. (1997). Creating and fostering fan identification in professional sports. Sport Marketing
Quarterly, 6(1), 15-22.; Wakefield, K.L., & Blodgett, J.G. (1994). The importance of servicescapes in leisure
service settings. Journal of Services Marketing, 8(3), 66-76.; Wakefield, K.L., & Wann, D.L. (2006). An
examination of dysfunctional sports fans: Method of classification and relationships with problem behaviors.
Journal of Leisure Research, 38(2), 168.; Wann, D.L., & Branscombe, N.R. (1993). Sports fans: Measuring degree
of identification with their team. International Journal of Sport Psychology, 24, 1-17.
13

Tsiotsou, R. (2007). An empirically based typology of intercollegiate athletic donors: High and low motivation
scenarios. Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing 15(2), 79–92.
14
Fink, J. S., Trail, G. T., & Anderson, D. F. (2002). An examination of team identification: Which motives are most
salient to the existence? International Sports Journal, 6(2), 195-207.; Jones, I. (1997). A further examination of the
factors influencing current identification with a sports team, a response to Wann, et al. (1996). Perceptual and Motor
Skills, 85, 257-258.; Wann, D. L., Tucker, K. B., & Schrader, M. P. (1996). An exploratory examination of the
factors influencing the origination, continuation, and cessation of identification with sports teams. Perceptual and
Motor Skills, 82, 995-1001.
15
Wann, D. L., Tucker, K. B., & Schrader, M. P. (1996). An exploratory examination of the factors influencing the
origination, continuation, and cessation of identification with sports teams. Perceptual and Motor Skills, 82, 9951001.
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most influential of the factors,16 which is why it is important for UT to focus on developing fans
in the local Austin area, and in the state of Texas. Since UT has not had the most success in
winning recently, it should currently focus on components not directly related to team success
including family allegiance, geography, marketing (like meet and greets with players), and the
atmosphere of the sporting events. These aspects are better to focus on for the long term because
the success of teams can be variable and change quickly. Therefore, it is important to create fans
that will stand by programs regardless of their winning records. Research shows that geography
and family allegiance are the most important aspects in creating and keeping fans that strongly
identify with teams,17 so those are the areas that UT should currently focus on. The family
allegiance aspect has been complicated by the increased competitiveness to get into UT caused
by its top 6% rule. Now kids who grew up loving and following UT sports are unable to gain
admission to the University because they are not in the elite top 6% of their schools. UT needs to
find a way to maintain and increase its diversity while still encouraging lifelong fans, friends,
and family of the University to continue to support and be involved with the school.
The study, “Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-of-Mouth
Behavior: The Impact of Gender Differences” concluded that stronger team identification should
coincide with greater attendance and good word-of-mouth.18 Team identification can be
16

Jones, I. (1997). A further examination of the factors influencing current identification with a sports team, a
response to Wann, et al. (1996). Perceptual and Motor Skills, 85, 257-258.
17
Fink, J. S., Trail, G. T., & Anderson, D. F. (2002). An examination of team identification: Which motives are most
salient to the existence? International Sports Journal, 6(2), 195-207.; Jones, I. (1997). A further examination of the
factors influencing current identification with a sports team, a response to Wann, et al. (1996). Perceptual and Motor
Skills, 85, 257-258.; Tsiotsou, R. (1998). Motivations for donation to athletic programs. The Cyber Journal of Sport
Marketing, 2 (2), 1–15.; Wann, D. L., Tucker, K. B., & Schrader, M. P. (1996). An exploratory examination of the
factors influencing the origination, continuation, and cessation of identification with sports teams. Perceptual and
Motor Skills, 82, 995-1001.
18
Swanson, Scott R., et al. "Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-Of-Mouth Behavior: The
Impact of Gender Differences." Sport Marketing Quarterly, vol. 12, no. 3, Sept. 2003, pp. 151-162. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=10780057&site
=ehost-live.
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strengthened through a variety of ways including emphasizing tradition and providing chances
for interaction between the team and the community.19 Team identification has also been
connected to the reputation of the school and the level of interest people have in sport(s).20
Athletics programs like UT could strengthen team identification by focusing on these factors,
leading to improved attendance and word-of-mouth. This study concluded that word of mouth
probably depends on the record of the school and the success of its team. Therefore, fans that are
strongly influenced by the self-esteem motivation would want to be associated and associate
themselves more with a team that is winning by attending the games of that team.21
Impact of Gender on Attendance
Research has found that motivations for people to attend sporting events include team
identification, eustress, group affiliation, and self-esteem enhancement. Eustress is defined as a
positive type of stress because it provides stimulation and energy. The desire for group affiliation
includes connecting with the group and sharing the event to prevent feelings of loneliness.22 The
motivation of self-esteem enhancement is defined as the wish to “create and maintain a positive
self-concept”.23 Research has found that people want to be associated with winning teams in

19

Sutton, W.A. McDonald, M.A., Milne, G. R., & Cimperman, J. (1997). Creating and fostering fan identification in
professional sports. Sport Marketing Quarterly, 6(1), 15-22.
20
Swanson, S.R. & Gwinner, K. (2000). A model of fan identification and sponsorship success. In G.T. Gundlach &
P.E. Murphy (Eds), AMA Summer Educators’ Conference: Enhancing Knowledge Development in Marketing (p.
147). Chicago, IL: American Marketing Association.
21
Swanson, Scott R., et al. "Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-Of-Mouth Behavior: The
Impact of Gender Differences." Sport Marketing Quarterly, vol. 12, no. 3, Sept. 2003, pp. 151-162. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=10780057&site
=ehost-live.
22
Swanson, Scott R., et al. "Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-Of-Mouth Behavior: The
Impact of Gender Differences." Sport Marketing Quarterly, vol. 12, no. 3, Sept. 2003, pp. 151-162. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=10780057&site
=ehost-live.
23
Wann, D.L., Schrader, M.P., & Wilson, A.M. (1999). Sport fan motivation: Questionnaire validation, comparisons
by sport, and relationship to athletic motivation. Journal of Sport Behavior, 22 (March), 114-140.
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order to increase their personal self-esteem through association.24 When teams are successful,
people like to share in the glory even though they have personally done nothing to achieve that
glory. However, when teams are not successful, people shield their self-esteem by creating space
between themselves and the team. These respective theories are known as Basking in Reflected
Glory (BIRG) and Cutting Off Reflected Failure (CORF).
The same study by Swanson called “Motivations of College Student Game Attendnance
and Word-Of-Mouth Behavior: The Impact of Gender Differences” found that different factors
are significant for men versus women when deciding to attend sporting events or not. The
eustress motivation only directly impacts male intentions for attendance. For men, “eustress and
attendance” were found to be more influential while “group affiliation and word-of-mouth
relationship” were more influential for women. “Word-of-mouth” is defined as communication
between consumers about a certain brand, good, or service. This factor is “especially important
today as sports-related word-of-mouth is being spread rapidly via email, radio talk shows,
discussion groups, and fan-initiated websites”. Additionally, “when motivated by team
identification, group affiliation, and self-esteem enhancement, there is a significant, direct
relationship with intent to attend sporting events for both men and women”.25 Athletics
departments should want to find ways to target and engage women for a variety of reasons,
including the fact that new research has found that women may show stronger loyalty towards
teams than men.26

24

Cialdini, R.B., Borden, R.J., Thorne, A., Walker, M.R., Freeman, S., & Sloan, L.R. (1976). Basking in reflected
glory: Three (football) field studies. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 34 (September), 366-375.
25
Swanson, Scott R., et al. "Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-Of-Mouth Behavior: The
Impact of Gender Differences." Sport Marketing Quarterly, vol. 12, no. 3, Sept. 2003, pp. 151-162. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=10780057&site
=ehost-live.
26
Fink, J.S., Trail, G.T., and Anderson, D.F. (2002). Environmental factors associated with spectator attendance and
sport consumption behavior: Gender and team differences. Sport Marketing Quarterly, 11(1), 8-19.
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Social role theory is also an important aspect to consider when looking at the different
motivations to attend sporting events for males and females. According to McClelland, social
role theory implies that men have agentic goals that prioritize forcefulness and
accomplishment.27 Social role theory is part of why Swanson’s study found the connection
between group affiliation and word of mouth is more powerful for females because females
naturally prioritize community and affiliation more.28 According to a study by Putrevu, this
community aspect prioritizes relationships and connections with people. Therefore, women are
more likely to recommend others to attend a sporting event because of their desire and
motivation of group affiliation (Putrevu, 2001).29 Given this background information, it is then
interesting to find that there is only a positive relationship between self-esteem and word-ofmouth for males and not females. A potential reason for this dissonance could be that talking
about sporting events with other people is more strongly connected to self-esteem for males than
females.
Marketers should use the findings in this study to determine how to promote sporting
events in different ways for targeting males and females. When wanting to attract males, it is
probably more successful to emphasize the emotions and excitement associated with the game.
On the other hand, to encourage word-of-mouth among females it is probably more successful to
emphasize the community aspect of the games and relationships among fans. Using this

27

McClelland, D.C. (1975). Power: The Inner Experience. New York, NY: Irving.
Swanson, Scott R., et al. "Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-Of-Mouth Behavior: The
Impact of Gender Differences." Sport Marketing Quarterly, vol. 12, no. 3, Sept. 2003, pp. 151-162. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=10780057&site
=ehost-live.
29
Putrevu, S. (2001). Exploring the origins and information processing differences between men and women:
Implications for advertisers. Academy of Marketing Science Review, 1(10), 1-23.
28
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information as a basis, athletic departments should try to create atmospheres that allow female
fans to interact with other fans and the teams in order to encourage their attendance.30
Big Ticket Program at UT
UT tried to create a group environment with its Big Ticket for students. The Big Ticket
gives students entrance into all UT sporting events. In the past, when students bought the Big
Ticket, they were given the option to sign up for a football seating group. The group could have
as many people as desired, every member just had to have the same login and password
information. Students were required to sign up by a priority deadline in order to ensure their
seating with the other members of the group. Before football season started, students were then
emailed their season tickets with the option of printing those tickets at home. The ticket had a
section, row, and seat number that was directly next to the other members of that student’s group
if the student signed up before the priority deadline. This concept seemed to encourage the social
aspect of groups, but it had multiple problems.
For one, freshmen had to sign up for a Big Ticket group before they were really on
campus. Therefore, they had to sign up with completely random people they met through
Facebook groups such as their dorm and major or with people they knew from before college.
Not everyone was outgoing enough to be willing to sign up to sit with people they did not know
or had not met yet. Furthermore, if they signed up for the group with people they did not have a
previous relationship with, it could be difficult to make new friends or get to know the people
within their group because of the atmosphere at football games. This situation was also not ideal
for those who signed up to sit with people they already knew before college. It encouraged
30

Swanson, Scott R., et al. "Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-Of-Mouth Behavior: The
Impact of Gender Differences." Sport Marketing Quarterly, vol. 12, no. 3, Sept. 2003, pp. 151-162. EBSCOhost,
ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=s3h&AN=10780057&site
=ehost-live.
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people to stick with those they already knew rather than branching out and meeting new people.
It also made it less fun for students who made new friends that they might prefer to sit with but
were stuck with the group they originally signed up with.
For sophomores, juniors, and seniors there were still factors that made the group seating
at football games aspect of the Big Ticket less than ideal. It was impossible to sign up for a group
that had every single one of your friends in it. Also, students were under the impression that
bigger groups were assigned worse seats, so they would rather sign up with smaller groups to try
to get seats closer to the 50-yard line and closer to the field. Therefore, students were forced to
sign up with only some of their friends, which made visiting their other friends extremely
difficult. The implementation of the wristband policy during the 2017 season made interaction
with friends in other seating groups nearly impossible for students sitting in sections that
required wristbands. The problems the wristband policy created for socializing with friends
began to deter some students from even attending the games at all.31
Wristband Policy
The wristband policy was created after the opener against Maryland in the 2017 season.
Fire marshalls demanded a solution after overcrowding in student sections closer to the 50-yard
line created safety issues. To solve the problem, students had to stand in line to get a certain
color wristband based on their assigned seating section. This wristband policy impacted students’
experiences before the game but also during.
Before the game, students were terribly inconvenienced by the location of the wristband
pick up, which was Mike A. Myers Stadium (Mike Myers). Most students live and tailgate on
campus or in west campus, and Mike Myers is located on the other side of the stadium from
31
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where students walk from. Therefore, even though Mike Myers is not significantly far from the
stadium, students were frustrated by having to walk beyond where they normally enter the
stadium and out of their way in order to get wristbands. The timing of the pick up of wristbands
also frustrated students. Wristbands did not become available for pick up until Saturday several
hours before game time. Most students are not conveniently in that area of campus on Saturdays
like they would be more so on Thursdays or Fridays when they have class. Students living on
campus, in West Campus, or North Campus and tailgating in West Campus did not want to travel
all the way to Mike Myers before they began tailgating because there was not an easy way to get
there (it is a far walk and there is no convenient parking). Therefore, most students waited until
after they finished tailgating and were going to the game to travel to Mike Myers to get their
wristbands. Students did not allocate enough time to walk there, wait in line, pick up the
wristbands, walk back to the stadium, wait in line, and walk to their seats. Therefore, there was a
problem with the student section not being full until the second quarter. The fact that students
were all arriving at Mike Myers at the same time made lines and waits longer, exaggerating the
problem.
During the game, the event staff was extremely strict in enforcing the policy during
games. Security staff would walk throughout the sections during the game to check that only
students with the appropriate colored wristbands were in that section. Whenever students were
found without a wristband or found with a wristband of the wrong color, security would force
them to move right away and not leave the area until that student or students had left. This aspect
especially frustrated students when implemented at times when the student section was not
nearly close to full such as later in the game or in games against less desirable opponents.32
32
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Changes to the Big Ticket for the 2018-2019 Football Season
UT recognized the problem created by the Big Ticket and wristband policy. As a result,
the athletic department transitioned the South End Zone (where most freshmen sit) to general
admission seating for the 2017 football season, which seemed to be successful. However, student
attendance still seemed to decrease at UT football games during the 2017 season, partly because
of the implementation of the wristband policy. As a result, UT decided to make significant
changes to the ticketing and seating policy for football games for the 2018-2019 season. The
student section (which used to include the South End Zone and sections in the northeast part of
the stadium) will now be one contiguous student section that includes the South End Zone and
continues through the southeast area of the stadium - sections 29, 30, 31, and 32 - starting with
the 2018 season.
Furthermore, how the seating in each section is done will also change drastically. The
seating is transitioning from each student receiving an assigned section, row, and seat number to
general admission seating. In order to maintain school spirit and unity, UT is also moving the
Longhorn band from the North End Zone to be with the rest of the students in the southeast
corner of the stadium. As a result of this change, season ticket holders will be displaced. They
will still receive the same quality of seats at the same price, but their seats will be moved to the
opposite side of the 50-yard line, or from the southeast corner to the northeast corner. This new
policy will allow the most enthusiastic and spirited fans to be closest to the field and hopefully
improve the environment and level of noise in the stadium, contributing to a home-field
advantage. The changes are shown in Image 1 on the next page.33
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Image 1: Stadium Seating Map

According to former Athletic Director Mike Perrin, “we will hope that the seating
changes will create a more energetic atmosphere in the stadium...if the students are energized
and the music is reverberating around the stadium, it just creates a much more enjoyable fan
experience”. The benefit of this new policy that allows students to show up early to choose their
15

seats includes the ability for students to sit where they want and with whichever other students
they choose.34
Football
Factors Affecting Football Attendance
A study by the National Association of College Marketing Administrators in 2015 looked
at 18,876 subjects from 65 schools and examined the factors that affect students’ decisions to
attend games at all and stay the entire game. According to the study, 73% of students said they
would be motivated to stay for the entire game if given a free t-shirt and 40% of students said
they would be motivated to stay for the entire game if given discounts for food and drink. The
study also asked students to rank different factors that affected their decisions to attend a game
on a scale from one to five. The results were averaged, and the highest factor - interest in the
sport - received a score of 4.3. Interest in the sport was followed by factors including time of the
game, the price of student tickets, opponent, team record/ranking, traveling to/from the game,
seat location, connection to the team, giveaway items, television coverage, and wifi or cellular
connectivity.35
Another study, “Tomorrow's Fans Gone Today: Assessing Constraints to Student
Attendance at College Football Games”, looked at the constraints affecting student attendance at
college football games through the use of surveys during football games at six different schools
in the Midwest and Southeast from all different conference levels. Constraints are factors that
affect students’ decisions not to attend, which can be different than the factors that motivate a
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student to attend. The study used intercept sampling to find subjects who were not at football
games during the time the game was being played but who were in areas that suggested they
could have a possible interest in the game. These areas included “tailgate lots after kickoff,
Greek housing, dorm lobbies, sports bars near campus, on-campus housing, student union,
campus recreation facilities, [and the] campus cafeteria”. The study gave out 511 questionnaires
to subjects they confirmed where current students before starting the survey, and 472 of these
questionnaires were actually used. Of the subjects, 47.7% were females, 28.8% were from
“Power 5” schools, 42.6% were from “Group of 5” schools, and 28.6% were from FCS schools.
In terms of class distribution, 33.5% of the people sampled were freshmen, 25.0% sophomores,
15.5% juniors, 16.1% seniors, and 6.4% graduate students.
Students who did not go to the game were asked to rate the effect that 33 different
constraints had on their decisions not to go to the game. These constraints fell into six areas: 1.
Stadium-related factors, 2. Prior commitments, 3. Intrapersonal factors, 4. Event-related factors,
5. Marketing-related factors, and 6. Game substitution options. The higher the score correlated
with the more significant the impact of the constraint. The results were as follows:
Marketing-Related Constraints

17

Beverage and food costs are the two most influential factors in terms of marketing-related
constraints.36 These are two factors that the UT athletic departments could easily control by
offering discounts and promotions.37 The next most influential factor was “no interest pregame
festivities”.38 At UT, many members of Greek life have opportunities to do fun activities before
games by tailgating at fraternity houses. However, only a small percentage of the student body at
UT is involved in Greek life. For many students outside of Greek life, they do not have festivities
they can participate in prior to the start of the game. UT could further explore hosting an oncampus tailgate to provide a gathering place and community for all students, including those who
do not currently have any options for pregame festivities.39 The factor “no interest in-game
entertainment” is more difficult to solve.40 The UT athletic department could use more student
feedback when they are scripting what happens during timeouts and half-time to keep students
interested and engaged.
Next, students listed the fact that they did not know about the game as a constraint on
why they did not attend.41 At UT, the athletic department can more effectively promote games by
continuing to increase its social media presence through activities like creating Facebook events
36
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for the games. UT could also advertise more effectively on campus, especially in freshman
dorms, by advertising on TVs, fliers, or posters. It is critical that UT engages with students as
soon as they step on campus so that they will enthusiastically attend games for all four years.
Additionally, the ticket cost was listed as a reason for students not to attend games.42 UT
does a good job of providing students with an affordable ticket option for all sports through the
Big Ticket. However, some students are on financial aid or tight budgets and are still unable to
afford even a Big Ticket. The students who do buy the Big Ticket often do not use it for every
football game. When students know they are not going to use their Big Ticket for reasons such as
it is ACL weekend or they will be out of town, they often turn to Facebook groups to try to sell
their tickets. However, there is not always a large enough demand for people selling their tickets,
so the tickets end up going unused. UT should explore providing students with the option to
donate their tickets back to the University when they are not going to use them and cannot find
another student willing to buy them. These donated tickets could then be given to UT students
who either do not own the Big Ticket or who are on financial aid and cannot afford the Big
Ticket. The tickets could be distributed to this group through either a first come first serve basis
or through a random lottery. This donation system would allow UT to engage with a new group
of students who might not otherwise be able to attend games and get more people excited about
the football team. It would also keep the student section full of students, which contributes to the
game day environment.43
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The next factor was students did not like concessions.44 This factor does not seem to be
as significant at UT because the football stadium just brought in a variety of new restaurants that
students enjoy such as Torchy’s Tacos, Amy’s Ice Cream, and others.
Prior Commitments

Students who chose not to attend the football game cited a prior commitment for school
as the largest reason for their decision not to attend,45 which is prevalent at UT. Students,
especially in extremely rigorous schools like McCombs School of Business and Cockrell School
of Engineering, often have to prioritize school work over social activities. Since football games
themselves are so long (and even longer when students decide to tailgate before), students often
cannot give up an entire day of studying to enjoy them, especially during busier times of the
semester like midterms. Additionally, the games are often day games where students have to
stand in the heat for multiple hours. As a result, after the game, many students are too exhausted
to study, so their entire day of studying really is sacrificed.
44
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Students then cited friends, work, and significant others as factors for not attending.46 If
students’ friends do not like football and students have plans to hang out with their friends, it is
likely they will choose to do a different activity than attend a football game. Therefore, UT needs
to find ways to make football games exciting and engaging for fans with all level of interests in
the sport of football.
The next factor cited was a prior commitment to family.47 Greek life does a good job of
diminishing this factor by encouraging entire families to attend football games during their
scheduled parents weekends. Parent weekends are often scheduled on a weekend where there is a
home game. Fraternities host tailgates before the games for the families to encourage them to
come to the tailgate and then go to the game. Many fraternities and sororities can also get group
deals where they can get tickets at a discount for the games, which helps significantly. UT could
do a better job of minimizing prior commitments to family for students not in Greek life by
implementing the same things Greek life does during their parents weekends for the Universitysponsored parents weekends.
The last factor listed was nobody to go to the game with.48 This factor is not as significant
of a factor for students involved in Greek life because they often have tailgates they can attend
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before that allows them to meet up with friends. For students not in Greek life, this is a much
more significant factor, which is why an on-campus tailgate for students could be beneficial.
Intrapersonal Constraints

The most significant intrapersonal constraint found by the study was no interest in
football.49 UT has become more diverse over the years with changes such as the top 6% rule
coming into effect. Such changes have potentially made this factor of a lack of interest in
football more significant at UT. The number of international students at the university has also
potentially increased the significance of this factor. In the past, more people who attended UT
were people who had a family history at the school and grew up attending football games before
even starting college. Watching and following the game at an early age increases interest in the
sport. Therefore, there is likely to be less interest for students who are international or did not
grow up with that experience.
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The next factor, that students are not a fan of the team,50 does not seem to be as
significant at UT. UT is a school with a great amount of history, tradition, and pride that makes it
an easy team to be a fan of. The athletic department also has a reputation for acting with class
and following the rules, which also makes the team easier to support.
Inappropriate fan behavior51 is also less likely to be a significant factor at UT. Although
UT fans are not perfect, the athletic department encourages fans to treat everyone with respect.
There was an instance in the 2017 season where fans acted inappropriately by throwing fans onto
players and the field.52 However, these instances are typically isolated and do not seem like they
would lead to this factor being significant as much as they would at other schools like Texas
Tech University where fans throw tortillas on the field and heckle other teamss’ fans.
The following factor, that it is difficult to socialize,53 used to be a significant factor at UT
when the Big Ticket seating group policy (mentioned earlier) was in place. This process made it
hard to socialize because if your friends were split among groups then it was very difficult to
visit other friends and socialize with those that were not in your seating group and therefore most
likely not in your same section or near you. It became even more difficult for students to
socialize in the 2017 football season with the implementation of the wristband policy. The
wristband policy, which gave students different colored wristbands based on their assigned
50
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sections, made it impossible to socialize with friends or people in other sections. For students
who are not as interested in football, the ability to socialize with people they know is an
important factor in deciding to attend a game or not. The significance of this factor should be
minimized in the 2018-2019 football season with the implementation of one contiguous student
section with general admission seating (discussed earlier).
The next factor that football is too violent54 does not seem to be a complaint of UT
students. The violence aspect of the game has been improved partly by the protocols
implemented to protect players, especially from concussions.
The last factor that students have had a poor experience at a prior game55 does seem
significant at UT. During the season, the first games are the most heavily attended games by
students. However, as the season goes on fewer students attend games partly because they have
poor experiences at games. Sometimes this poor experience is because they get frustrated by the
performance of the team. In the 2017 season, the wristband policy was a huge part of the poor
experience for students that prevented them from attending games later in the season.56
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Event-Specific Constraints

The most significant event-specific constraint found was time commitment.57 This factor
is significant at all schools including UT because football games by themselves last for
approximately four hours. If students choose to tailgate before the games, the time can be
extended to close to seven hours.
The next factor listed, time of day,58 was shown to be extremely significant at UT during
the 2017 football season. Texas had an unordinary amount of 11 A.M. games. Students normally
start tailgating around two or three hours before kickoff. However, with an 11 A.M. start time,
that is not as possible. For earlier games, students typically start tailgating closer to 10 A.M.,
which then makes most people who attended tailgates late to the game. For Texas in 2017, this
problem was made worse by the new wristband policy. As mentioned earlier, this process slowed
down student entry to the game and made students even later than they otherwise would be. As a
result, many students did not enter their sections in the stadium until half-way through the second
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quarter. Another thing to consider with the time of day is how hot the weather is. For 11 A.M.
kickoffs and 2:30 P.M. kickoffs, the games are significantly hotter than a 6 P.M. or 7 P.M. kick
off.59
Two other factors listed were low student interest and team performance,60 which seem to
coincide. Student interest is typically lower when team performance is lower. Even students who
are not extremely passionate about football are more likely to attend or be excited about a team
when the team is winning. UT has seen a decrease in student attendance in recent years partly
because of lower student interest and worse team performance.61 The 2017 season was the first
winning season for the football team in four years.
Another factor cited was the opponent,62 which does seem to be a significant factor for
UT. For games against exciting opponents like Notre Dame, the student section is much more
full than against lesser exciting opponents like San Jacinto State. However, UT only has so much
control over choosing their opponents because they cannot control who is in the conference.
Lastly, the weather was listed as a significant factor.63 As stated earlier, students are less
likely to want to attend games or stay for the entire game when the weather is extremely hot. The
student section attendance is also smaller during games where there is rain, especially if it is
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pouring rain for the entire game. In these situations, students are more likely to choose to stay at
home and watch the game or go to bars with their friends to watch the games.
Stadium-Related Constraints

The biggest stadium-related constraint found in this study was traffic/parking.64 This
constraint is significant at UT because as mentioned earlier, many students live in West Campus
and North Campus. Therefore, the walk to the stadium is often around thirty minutes. There is no
convenient parking and parking passes are expensive. Furthermore, if one does have a parking
pass, then traffic leaving the game is horrible and takes a very long time. Some students own
mopeds and ride those mopeds as close to the stadium as possible. However, the closest parking
to the stadium is in front of the McCombs School of Business, which is still at least a ten minute
walk. Furthermore, mopeds have a two person maximum, so they are not ideal for groups of
friends.
The next three factors 1. Stadium accessibility 2. Seating comfort and 3. Wifi65 do not
seem as significant as they will not typically make or break most students’ decisions to attend
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games or not. They are seen more as luxuries than decision-making factors. Furthermore, seating
comfort is not even really a factor at UT since students stand in the student section for the entire
game. Wifi could be improved and would definitely make the experience more enjoyable for
students, but it would likely not convince a student who otherwise would not be going to the
game to attend.
The last factor, seating location,66 does play a role in students’ decisions to attend games
at UT, although it is unclear how significant this factor is. Freshmen typically sit in the South
End Zone at UT games, which is not an ideal seating location as it is difficult to see the depth of
plays. However, by many groups it is seen as part of the freshman experience and freshmen still
attend games despite the less than ideal seating. Some other grades also sit in the South End
Zone, which could have a more significant impact on their decisions to attend. Students who do
get the best seats in sections like 27 and 28 are probably more likely to attend and be more
excited; but it is impossible to give all students 50-yard line seats, so there is only so much the
athletic department can do to address this constraint. Furthermore, this factor will not be as
significant in the 2018-2019 football season because the general admission seating policy will
allow students to have more control over the location of their seats. Students who care deeply
about having the best seats can arrive at games early in order to secure those seats.
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Substitution Constraints

According to this study, the biggest substitution constraint affecting student attendance at
football games is the ability for students to follow the game on social media/online.67 It seems
that people have shorter attention spans now, so sometimes following sporting events on social
media is preferable for students. When students are too busy to spend four hours dedicated to
watching a game or need to study, it is also easier and quicker to simply get alerts from apps like
ESPN after each quarter or when your team scores.
The next most significant substitution constraint is the ability to watch the game on TV.68
Students at UT sometimes choose convenience over the atmosphere of the live game. When the
wristband policy was implemented at UT, and it became more difficult for students to enter the
game in a timely manner, some students chose to just tailgate and then go home and watch the
game or go to bars near campus like Cain and Abel’s. The weather also sometimes makes it more
appealing for students to watch the game on TV than actually attend, especially when it is
extremely hot or pouring rain.
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The last substitution constraint cited was the desire to watch other games on TV.69 This
factor is more significant at UT when UT’s football team is less successful. When UT does not
have a winning record, it is more desirable for some students to stay home and watch more
successful and exciting teams play than go to the stadium to watch their own team play.
Overall Study Results
The constraint with the highest score was prior school commitments, which was the only
constraint to receive a score of higher than 4 out of 7. In terms of categories, substitution
constraints received the highest average score of 3.03, with prior commitments being next with
an average score of 3.00, followed by event-specific constraints with an average score of 2.76,
marketing-related constraints with an average score of 2.68, stadium-related constraints with an
average score of 2.49 and intrapersonal constraints with an average score of 2.39.70
New Research Collected
I conducted my own research study in the form of an electronic survey that had 175 total
respondents. I used the survey to collect demographic data such as gender, class standing,
ethnicity, and major. I also collected information regarding each individual’s background with
sports and level of interest in sports. The information is shown in data tables below:
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Survey Demographics
Table 1: Gender

Table 1 shows there is a pretty even split between male and female, with a surprisingly
larger percentage of females. Interestingly though, having more females than males is
representative of UT’s demographics, which is 52% female and 48% male.71
Table 2: Class Standing

Table 2 shows there are significantly more seniors than any other class standing. There
are barely any freshmen, and the next smallest category is juniors. These percentages are not
concerning though because if there is to be an overwhelming majority in one category then
senior is the ideal category. Seniors have had four years of experience with athletic events, so
they will most likely have the most comprehensive experience and the most opinions to offer.
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Table 3: Ethnicity

Table 3 shows the people who took this survey were overwhelmingly white, which is not
ideal. The next largest category was Asian followed by Other and Black or African American.
Ideally, the survey would have had more diversity and a more even spread among categories for
ethnicity. The UT student population as a whole is 46% white, 19% Asian, 3% two or more races
(comparable to the other category in the survey), 4% Black or African American, less than 1%
American Indian or Alaskan Native, less than 1% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and 22%
Hispanic. The survey results had almost double the percentage of people who identified as white
than is characteristic of the University as a whole. The survey also had fewer people who
identified as Asian and Black or African American than what is representative of the student
population as a whole at UT. The number of students who identified as Other, American Indian
or Alaskan Native, and Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander is representative of the student
population at UT.72
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Table 4: Major
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Table 4 shows Business Honors and Finance were the two largest majors students
identified with, probably because the person administering the survey also had those majors and
therefore had access to students from shared classes. Accounting is the next largest major listed
followed by Marketing and Plan II Honors, which is likely caused again by the person
administering the survey being in the business school and a Plan II major and therefore having
access to students in those majors.
Table 5: Sports Background

Table 5 shows there is a pretty even distribution among the categories that people
identified with for their sports background with slightly more students identifying in the category
of “Definitely grew up a UT sports fan”. The smallest category identified was “Didn’t grow up a
sports fan for any team”, but it is not by a significant amount.
Table 6: Level of Interest in Sports

Table 6 shows significantly more people identified themselves as interested in sports
(“Very Interested” or “Slightly Interested”) than not interested in sports (“Slightly Uninterested”
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or “Very Uninterested” with 81.61% and 9.77% respectively. This break down is not ideal as
part of increasing student attendance is finding ways to turn students who are not interested in
sports into engaged fans who identify with UT’s teams. However, the breakdown of these
categories does not discredit the results of the survey because attendance can still be increased by
finding ways to motivate people who are already interested in sports to become better, more
holistic Longhorn fans. In some cases, it may be easier to improve the dedication and attendance
of people who already have a natural interest in sports. Additionally, it is important to consider
that many people have a self-bias and will rank themselves as being more interested than they
actually are, or rank themselves as being more interested than they actually are because they
think that is the right or expected answer.
Football Survey Results
Of the 175 respondents, 134 people (77.91%) said that they were willing to answer
questions about football.
Table 7: Average Number of Football Games Attended
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Table 7 shows the majority of students said they attended between four and eight games
this season with the largest category being six games, which is traditionally the number of home
games. This part of the survey results is not as ideal as the most important responses are those
who attended less than six games, with the intention of increasing the number for those
respondents to six games (all of the home games) or seven games (all of the home games and the
rivalry game in Dallas against OU).
Table 8: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Football Games

In the survey, students were asked to rank the top five factors that affected their decisions
not to attend UT football games from a list of 18 factors specific to football. Table 8 shows the
factor that was ranked #1 the most often by students in their decisions not to attend football
games was the “Time commitment of attending a game” (13.37%). This factor is expected as
football games last around four hours and many students tailgate before the game, which can
extend the time commitment to up to seven hours.
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The next factor that was ranked #1 the most often was “Inconvenient location of the
event” (11.76%). At UT, many students live in three main areas: on campus, West Campus, and
North Campus. The football stadium is a far walk from all of these three main areas.
Additionally, students who tailgate typically tailgate in West Campus, which is even further from
the stadium than campus.
“Prior school commitment” and “Weather” (9.63%) were the next factors ranked #1 by
the most students. UT has a strong reputation academically, with many notoriously, extremely
difficult colleges including (but not limited to) the McCombs School of Business and the
Cockrell School of Engineering. Therefore, many students cannot afford to give up an entire day
of studying or working on school on a Saturday to tailgate, attend a football game, and then be
too physically exhausted from the heat afterward to do anything productive schoolwise.
Additionally, some schools like the Jackson School of Geosciences have class field trips on
Saturdays that sometimes prevent students from attending games. Weather is also a significant
factor because in the state of Texas there are many games that are made less enjoyable by the
heat or pouring rain.
The next largest factor that was ranked #1 by students was “The team isn’t performing
well” (8.02%). This factor is significant at UT because for the graduating seniors, 2017 was the
first winning football season they experienced. When the team is not winning it makes it harder
for students to be motivated to spend the time and brave the weather to attend games.
“Prior social commitment” (6.95%) and “I don’t like football” (5.35%) were ranked #1
next by the most number of students. At a school as big as UT there are often many other social
activities that are scheduled at the same time as football games that some students choose to
participate in instead of football games. Additionally, being in Austin there are even more social
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opportunities outside of football games that coincide at the same time that might attract students
to attend those events instead of football games, including concerts and outdoor activities. It is
also natural that not everyone likes football, but that is a factor that should probably not be
focused as significantly on because it is one of the factors that is harder to change. The other
factors that were ranked #1 are not as significant because less than 10 people, or 5%, of the
survey respondents, ranked them #1.
Table 9: Second-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Football Games

Table 9 shows the most significant factors that were ranked #2 by students were
“Weather” (15.72%), “The team isn’t performing well” (11.32%), “Unattractive opponent”
(10.69%), “Prior school commitment” (9.43%), “Inconvenient game time” (9.43%), “Time
commitment of attending a game” (7.55%), and “Prior social commitment” (6.29%). Of those
factors, the only ones that were not also ranked #1 at some point above were “Unattractive
opponent” and “Inconvenient game time”. “Unattractive opponent” is a significant factor at UT
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because the Big XII Conference does not have as many exciting or competitive teams as it used
to in the past. “Inconvenient game time” has also become a significant factor at UT as there were
numerous games this past football season that started at 11 A.M., which is not ideal for many
college students who would prefer to sleep in, tailgate more, and not stand for the duration of a
football game during some of the most intense hours of the day in terms of heat and weather.
Game time is partially influenced by team performance, so game time would likely not be as
significant of a factor if the team started winning more games in a season.
Table 10: Third-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Football Games

Table 10 shows the significant factors that students most often ranked #3 were “Weather”
(16.08%), “The team isn’t performing well” (15.38%), “Time commitment of attending a game”
(7.69%), “Prior school commitment” (7.69%), “Unattractive opponent” (7.69%), “Inconvenient
location of the event” (6.99%), “Prior work commitment” (6.29%), and “Inconvenient game time
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(6.29%). Of those factors, the only one that was not previously also ranked #1 and/or #2 is “Prior
work commitment”. Work is a more strict obligation than social commitments and is necessary
for some students in college, so even though it is a significant factor it is not as beneficial for UT
to focus on as some of the other significant factors found.
Table 11: Fourth-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Football Games

Table 11 shows the significant factors that students ranked #4 in what affected their
decisions not to attend football games included “The team isn’t performing well” (12.68%),
“Weather” (11.27%), “Time commitment of attending a game” (9.86%), “Inconvenient game
time” (9.86%), “Prior social commitment” (9.15%), “Prior school commitment” (8.45%),
“Unattractive opponent” (7.04%), “The Big Ticket is too expensive” (5.63%), and “Food and
beverages are too expensive” (5.63%). Of those factors, the ones that were not already
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previously ranked #1, #2, and/or #3 are “The Big Ticket is too expensive” and “Food and
beverages are too expensive”. For the 2018-2019 school year, the Big Ticket costs $175 and
provides access to over 115 sporting events.73 The Big Ticket is relatively affordable given the
access to sporting events it provides to students, but not all students have the ability to spend
$175 on items that are not necessities. Additionally, many of the food and beverages options
available inside the stadium are more expensive, and therefore less desirable, than options
available outside of the stadium for students.
Table 12: Fifth-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Football Games

Table 12 shows the significant factors that were ranked #5 by students included
“Inconvenient game time” (12.31%), “Inconvenient location of the event” (11.54%), “Prior
school commitment” (10.77%), “Time commitment of attending a game” (8.46%), “The team
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isn’t performing well” (6.92%), “Weather” (6.15%), and “Prior social commitment” (5.38%). All
of these factors were previously ranked either #1, #2, #3, and/or #4.
Men’s Basketball Survey Results
Of the 175 respondents, 99 people (63.87%) answered that they were willing to answer
questions about their experience with men’s basketball games.
Table 13: Average Number of Basketball Games Attended

Table 13 shows the majority of students who responded to this part of the survey attended
between zero and three basketball games. The results from this part of the survey are more
helpful than the results from the football part of the survey because they will provide a better
understanding of why students do not currently, consistently attend basketball games.
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Table 14: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Basketball Games

Students were given the opportunity to rank one through five on a list of factors
indicating which factors were the most influential in their decisions not to attend basketball
games. The factor that was ranked #1 the most often was “Prior school commitment” (22.45%).
It makes sense that school would be a more significant factor for basketball than football because
almost all football games occur on the weekends (Saturdays). However, about half of the
basketball games occur during the week on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday nights.
The factor that was ranked #1 the second most frequently was “Inconvenient location of
the event” (19.39%). For most students, the location of the basketball arena is even further for
them to walk to than the football stadium. There is also very limited parking available, which
makes it almost impossible for students to drive to the games.
The next significant factor listed by students was “Prior social commitment” (11.22%).
This factor is potentially more significant for basketball games than football games because
basketball games occur more frequently than football games, and it is, therefore, harder to plan
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social commitments around every single basketball game. Basketball games are also less of a
social outing themselves than football games since there are no social activities connected to
them like tailgating with student organizations is connected to football.
Next, students ranked “Inconvenient game time” (7.14%), “Time commitment of
attending a game” (6.12%), “Location of my seats” (6.12%), “I have no one to go with” (5.10%),
and “I don’t know when the games are” (5.10%) #1 in their decisions not to attend.
“Inconvenient game time” is also probably linked to the fact that around half of the basketball
games occur on weekdays and many students have to study for tests, finish projects, work on
homework, etc. It is interesting that students still ranked “Time commitment of attending a
game” as a #1 factor in their decision not to attend because basketball games are significantly
shorter than football games (around two hours compared to around four hours). The factor,
“Location of my seats”, makes sense because at basketball games the student sections are under
the basket on both ends, which are some of the worst seats in the arena. For football games,
although the student section starts in the South End Zone it wraps around to reach the 40 or 50yard line. Therefore, even though not all students have great seats, there is an opportunity for
some students to sit in great seats. For basketball games, on the other hand, there is no
opportunity for students to sit in great seats or anywhere close to half court.
Interestingly, the last two factors “I have no one to go with” and “I don’t know when the
games are” were ranked #1 by a significant number of students for basketball games but not for
football games. These results indicate that it is necessary to increase the social component of
basketball games as well as the publicity and advertising to indicate to students when games are.
The other factors listed were determined not as significant because fewer than 5% of people, or
five people, listed them as #1.
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Table 15: Second-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Basketball Games

The following factors that were ranked #2 by students were also ranked #1 by students
include “Prior school commitment” (16.48%), “Inconvenient game time” (12.09%), “Prior social
commitment” (12.09%), “Time commitment of attending a game” (10.99%), “Inconvenient
location of the event” (9.89%), and “I have no one to go with” (6.59%). The following factors
were ranked #2 by a significant number of students and had not been previously ranked #1 by a
significant number of students: “The team isn’t performing well” (7.69%), “Prior work
commitment” (5.49%), and “Unattractive opponent” (5.49%).
In the past four years, Texas Men’s Basketball has not seen a great amount of success. In
the 2017-2018 season, UT finished with a record of 19 wins and 15 losses (55.9% win record)
and a loss in the first round of the NCAA tournament. In the 2016-2017 season, UT finished with
a record of 11 wins and 22 loses (33.3% win record) and did not make it to the NCAA
tournament. In the 2015-2016 season, UT finished with a record of 20 wins and 13 losses (60.6%
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win record) and a loss in the first round of the NCAA tournament. In the 2014-2015 season, UT
finished with a record of 20 wins and 14 losses (58.8% win record) and a loss in the second
round of the NCAA tournament.74 Therefore, the team has not performed as well as is typically
expected of Texas teams in the last four years. The fact that basketball games occur during
weekdays also makes it more likely that work commitments would be factors preventing students
from being able to attend games. The last factor listed as significant, “Unattractive opponent”, is
likely more significant during the beginning of the season before UT starts playing conference
opponents. For the first ten games or so, UT plays less attractive and exciting opponents such as
UT Arlington. However, once conference games start, it is likely that the unattractive opponent
factor is not as significant because the Big XII conference has been strong recently, making
almost all conference games exciting and important.
Table 16: Third-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Basketball Games
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The following factors ranked #3 by a significant number of students were else ranked #1
and/or #2 by a significant amount of students: “Prior school commitment” (13.19%),
“Inconvenient game time” (13.19%), “Prior social commitment” (10.99%), “Inconvenient
location of the event” (8.79%), “Prior work commitment” (8.79%), and “Unattractive opponent”
(8.79%). The only factor that was not significantly ranked as #1 and/or #2 but was significantly
ranked as #3 was “I prefer to watch the game on TV or follow it on social media” (10.99%). This
factor is likely significant for basketball because of the number of games in a season and because
of games that occur during weekdays.
Table 17: Fourth-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Basketball Games

All of the factors that were ranked #4 by a significant number of students were also
ranked #1, #2, and/or #3 by a significant number of students earlier in the survey.
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Table 18: Fifth-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Basketball Games

All of the factors that were ranked #5 by a significant number of students were also
ranked #1, #2, #3, and/or #4 by a significant number of students earlier in the survey.
Baseball Survey Results
Of the 175 respondents, 75 people (51.37%) said that they were willing to answer
questions about their experience with UT baseball games.
Table 19: Average Number of Baseball Games Attended
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According to Table 19, the majority of students that responded to this part of the survey
attended between zero and two baseball games. Like basketball, these survey results are more
helpful and insightful than the survey results from the football section because they are more
directly related to factors that affect students who currently are not attending games but who
could be motivated to attend games in the future.
Table 20: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Baseball Games

Students were given a list of 16 factors and asked to rank the top five factors that were
the most influential in their decisions not to attend baseball games. Table 20 shows the factor
that was ranked #1 the most often by a significant number of students was “Inconvenient
location of the event” (32.89%). Out of football, basketball, and baseball, the baseball stadium is
the furthest for students to get to. There is parking available, but the parking closest to the
stadium is pay to park, and the free parking involves actually finding a place and then walking
around 10 minutes on average to get to the game.
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The next significant factor most frequently listed was “Time commitment of attending a
game” (18.42%). College baseball games typically last between two and three hours. Some
games occur on Tuesday nights, but the majority of games occur on Fridays, Saturdays, and
Sundays. Therefore, it is interesting that a significant number of students listed this factor as
influential in their decisions not to attend. Those two factors were influential for a significantly
larger percentage of students.
The following factors were still found to be significant based on the number of students
that ranked them #1: “Prior school commitment” (9.21%), “I don’t know when the games are”
(9.21%), “Prior social commitment” (5.26%), “I don’t like baseball” (5.26%), and “I have no one
to go with” (5.26%). The “Prior school commitment” factor would make more sense for games
that occur on Tuesday nights and Sundays as those are days that students typically spend
working on school. However, many games occur on Fridays nights and Saturdays, which it does
not seem like school commitments should be as influential for those games.
Of the three sports, baseball has the largest percentage of students who listed “I don’t
know when the games are” as the #1 influential factor in their decisions not to attend, suggesting
that UT needs to do a better job of publicizing when games are. Baseball games occur the most
frequently out of the three sports discussed in this thesis, making it almost impossible to plan
every social activity around games and making it more likely that “Prior social commitment”
would be a #1 influential factor for a significant number of students.
Of the three sports, baseball was also the only sport that had a significant number of
students list not liking the sport itself as a #1 influential factor in their decisions not to attend
games. Students who listed “I don’t like baseball” as the #1 factor in their decisions not to attend
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games are likely going to be the hardest students to motivate to attend games and therefore
should not be the primary focus of the UT athletic department.
For those students who ranked “I have no one to go with” as the #1 factor in their
decisions not to attend games, UT should find ways to encourage groups of students to attend
games by focusing on the social aspect of baseball games. The pace of baseball games is much
slower than football and basketball games. Baseball games also occur in the spring when the
weather is nicer than it is for football and basketball games. Therefore, UT should use these two
characteristics of baseball games to promote the events as social activities for students.
Additional factors were not found to be significant because they were ranked #1 by less than 5%
of the respondents or fewer than 4 people.
Table 21: Second-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Baseball Games

The following factors ranked #2 as the most influential for a significant amount of
students in their decisions not to attend baseball games shown in Table 21 were also ranked #1
previously: “Prior social commitment” (13.89%), “Prior school commitment” (12.50%),
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“Inconvenient location of the event” (11.11%), “Time commitment of attending a game”
(11.11%), “I don’t like baseball” (9.72%), “I have no one to go with” (8.33%), and “I don’t
know when the games are” (5.56%). The two factors that were ranked #2 by a significant number
of students but had not been ranked #1 by a significant number of students were “Food and
beverages are too expensive” (5.56%) and “Weather” (5.56%). Food and beverages available at
baseball games are more expensive than the food and beverages options available outside of the
stadium. Since baseball is an outdoor sport with limited cover and no cover in the general
admission sections, it makes sense that weather would be a significant factor.
Table 22: Third-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Baseball Games

The following factors ranked #3 by a significant number of students in Table 22 had
already been ranked #1 and/or #2 by a significant number of students: “Prior school
commitment” (14.29%), “Time commitment of attending a game” (11.43%), “Prior social
commitment” (10%), “Inconvenient game time” (10%), “I have no one to go with” (10%), “I
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don’t like baseball” (7.14%), and “I don’t know when the games are” (7.14%). The factors “Prior
work commitment” (5.71%) and “The team isn’t performing well” were the two factors that were
ranked #3 by a significant number of students and had not been ranked #1 and/or #2 by a
significant number of students. Work commitment seems like it would be more significant of a
factor for Tuesday night games unless students work during the weekend shifts.
In 2017, UT baseball’s overall record was 39-24, and the team lost in the NCAA
regional. In 2016, UT baseball’s overall record was 25-32, and the team did not make it to the
NCAA tournament. In 2015, UT baseball’s overall record was 30-27, and the team lost in the
NCAA regional. In 2014, UT baseball’s overall record was 46-21, and the team made it to the
College World Series but lost.75 UT had a very successful season in 2014 with an appearance in
the College World Series. However, the only current students who would have experienced that
year are seniors, and they would have been freshmen at the time. In the last three years, the
baseball team did not even make it to the NCAA tournament one time and did not make it past
the NCAA regional one time. Therefore, in the last three years, the baseball team has not seen
the level of success that students have come to expect from UT baseball which has contributed to
the significance of the factor that “The team isn’t performing well”.
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Table 23: Fourth-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Baseball Games

All of the factors that were ranked #4 by a significant number of students in Table 23
were also ranked #1, #2, and or #3 by a significant number of students in previous parts of the
survey.
Table 24: Fifth-Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions Not to Attend Baseball Games
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All of the factors that were ranked #5 by a significant number of students in Table 24
were also ranked #1, #2, #3, and/or #4 by a significant number of students earlier in the survey.
Interestingly, the factors “I prefer to watch the game on TV or follow it on social media”,
“Unattractive opponent”, and “Location of my seats” are the only factors that were not ever
ranked by a significant number of students for baseball but were ranked at some point by a
significant number of students for football and basketball.
Recommendation Area One: Transportation
According to the survey results in this study, a significant number of students listed both
“Inconvenient location of the event” and “Time commitment of attending a game” as influential
factors in their decisions not to attend football, basketball, and baseball games. A possible
solution to the problem of the “Inconvenient location of the event” is to provide free or cheap
and easy means of transportation for students. Both factors could be minimized by improving
transportation because transportation would take away the difficulty of dealing with the location
of the event and would minimize the amount of time students have to spend traveling to and
from the event.
Football
For football games, shuttles or buses could transport students to and from the stadium and
West Campus since many students, even those who live on campus or in North Campus, go to
West Campus to tailgate before games. Shuttles could also be expanded for students who live
further off campus, in areas like Riverside, to motivate more students to attend games. The
problem on football game days is that traffic is extremely bad, which could make it hard for
buses to run in a timely manner and on schedule or to even run at all. Therefore, for football
games, UT could also look at adding the number of pick up and drop off zones available for
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Uber around the stadium. However, the use of Uber will not be as beneficial in motivating
students to attend as free transportation would be. Therefore, UT could look into providing
discounts and promotional codes for students to use on Uber or free rides for students who get
dropped off at the stadium by a certain time (such as one hour before kick off).76
Men’s Basketball
For basketball, UT already has a shuttle system to transport students to and from West
Campus to basketball games. However, the shuttles are not currently being used as effectively as
they could be. Many students do not know that the shuttles exist, much less the details of the
shuttles such as the time the shuttles run and the location of pick up and drop off. Therefore,
athletics could do a better job of publicizing the shuttles by advertising the details of the shuttles
at the gate all students must enter through in order to attend basketball games. This location
would maximize the publicity of the shuttles because every student who attends a basketball
game has to walk through that gate. Therefore, every student would walk through the gate, see
the signs advertising the shuttles, and gain knowledge of the shuttles existence and their details.
The problem with shuttles for basketball is that games do not always start at the same time.
Therefore, athletics should set a system that students can learn that applies to every game. For
example, athletics should make it clear that buses will pick students up every 15 or 30 minutes
starting two hours before tip-off and stopping 30 minutes before kick-off. This system would
allow students to know when the buses are coming even when the start times of games are
different.77 It would also encourage students to get to games early by providing them with free
transportation to the stadium that they can only take advantage of and use if they do arrive early.
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Baseball
Out of the venues of the three sports football, men’s basketball, and baseball, baseball’s
stadium is the furthest for students to get to. The field is also across I-35 from where most
students live, so it is not necessarily the safest path for students to walk. There is parking
available around the field. However, all of the parking close to the field is pay to park ranging
from $5 to $20. The free parking available is on average a 10 minute walk from the stadium and
not the easiest to find. Many of the side streets have also added signage that prevents you from
parking on the streets or risk getting towed that makes parking more difficult. Therefore, the way
to make attending games easiest for students would be to minimize the obstacles they currently
experience in getting to and from the baseball field by providing free transportation. UT also just
built a new garage right next to the baseball field that could be utilized to attract student
attendance at baseball games. One possibility would be to allow students who present their
student ID’s at the entrance to park in the garage for free. The garage is not always filled to
capacity, and it could be available to students on a first come, first serve basis. The athletic
department could reserve a number of spots for season ticket holders with passes, and then only
allow a certain number of spots for students that are available after that on the first-come, firstserve basis. Entering would work similar to how season ticket holders enter the garage with their
parking passes, but instead of handing event staff workers a parking pass students would hand
event staff workers their student ID’s and gain admission to the garage for free.
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Recommendation Area Two: Social Component
Group affiliation was found to be a significant forecaster of attendance and word of
mouth.78 Therefore, athletic programs like UT should use their marketing efforts to create
atmospheres that encourage groups. A study by Kahle, Kambra, and Rose found that
camaraderie, or the want to experience satisfying events with other people, is a predictor of
attendance at college football games. As a result, this study recommended concepts such as
lower prices for tickets sold to groups and arrangements for parking that were more
accommodating to groups.79 It is important that athletic departments use marketing to show
students how games are more than just an athletic contest and can also be a social event. Athletic
departments, like UT, can do this by trying to get students to come with their friends in groups
and by using promotions to emphasize unity for all fans.80
Specific to Football
Recommendation One: On-Campus Tailgating
The study, “Motivations of College Student Game Attendance and Word-of-Mouth
Behavior: The Impact of Gender Differences” builds on a study by Kahle, Kambra, and Rose by
suggesting that athletic departments create ways that fans can interact socially with each other.
One way this recommendation could be implemented is by creating a place for fans to gather
before the game near the stadium such as a tailgate or simply a place with food, drinks, and
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activities.81 UT has explored the option of hosting a tailgate for all students in an area on-campus
or close to the stadium. This tailgate would provide a space for everyone in the student body to
congregate before games82 in order to minimize the factors of “I have no one to go with” and “I
don’t have a tailgate to go to before”. Interestingly, in the survey results of this thesis, there were
not a significant number of students that ever listed those two factors as influential reasons for
their decisions not to attend football games. However, these results could be made sense of by
the possibility that the survey could have been slightly skewed towards more students in Greek
life than outside of Greek life since the person administering the survey is a member of Greek
life and therefore had access to a large number of students in Greek life. However, these survey
results do suggest that there might be other more influential areas that UT could focus on to
promote student attendance than an on-campus student tailgate.
UT has never made any real progress in creating an on-campus student tailgate for the
entire student body anyways. Possible locations on campus for the tailgate include Speedway and
the East Mall. However, conversations on the idea have halted due to the issues created by
alcohol. For the event to be on campus or close to the stadium the University would have to find
a way to mitigate liability from alcohol, especially with underage drinking, and make the vendors
who provide the beer give students deals to where it would be affordable and worth it for them to
buy beer at the tailgate.
Ideally, fraternities would move their tailgates to this on-campus tailgate location and all
UT students would be together. However, even if the fraternities chose not to move their
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tailgates, this on-campus tailgate would provide a place for students not in Greek life to go
before games and allow them to enjoy a stronger feeling of community.83 The factors “I have no
one to go with” and “I don’t have a tailgate to go to before” are likely more influential for
members not in the Greek life community making an on-campus tailgate potentially a more
influential motivator for those students to attend football games. This on-campus tailgate would
help more students feel like they have people to go to the game with and improve the social
experience of football games.
Recommendation Two: Post Game Events
Events outside of the actual athletic event itself can be helpful by increasing the chances
for and amount of camaraderie that fans feel. Events hosted after the game can have the same
positive effects.84 After the last home game before the Thanksgiving game in the 2017-2018
season and after the Spring Game in 2018, UT had a fireworks show visible from the stadium
that many students enjoyed and created positive word of mouth after the game. Another example
is at the University of Wisconsin, the marching band puts on a show after the football games for
fans.85
Recommendation Three: Bite-Sized Consumption Options
UT falls into the category of “Power 5” in the study called “Tomorrow's Fans Gone
Today: Assessing Constraints to Student Attendance at College Football Games”. Therefore, in
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order to determine what constraints are most significant specific to UT, it is important to focus
on what constraints are most significant for the “Power 5” group. This study found that for
“Power 5” schools, prior commitments were found to be a relatively high constraint, implying
that students are more aware of the amount of time required to dedicate towards actually going to
a football game. For schools in this category, school commitments are especially significant, so it
might not be realistic to expect all students to attend the entirety of the game. Social
commitments can also be a factor. Therefore, schools in the “Power 5”, like UT, should explore
providing students “bite-sized consumption options”, so students can enjoy the social aspect of
sporting events without compromising their school commitments or other social activities. This
idea would allow more students to come to the game by allowing them to come for the part that
they choose, whether that part is the beginning or end. Games would become more accessible for
students who currently do not attend the game at all because they are too long, and the students
have other things to do like school. If “rolling entry/exit” options are communicated effectively
to students not at games through outlets like texting and social media, that could improve empty
student sections by mitigating the impact of the time commitment factor.86
An important conclusion from this study is that the same constraints do not affect all
students or all schools in the same manner. Therefore, it is important to gather data from
individual schools in order to determine what factors are most significant.87 This conclusion
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inspired the use of a survey in this to try to find what factors are most significant in affecting
student attendance for UT.
Specific to Men’s Basketball
For the basketball portion of the survey data collected in this thesis, a significant number
of students ranked “I have no one to go with” as a #1, #2, #4, and #5 significant factor in their
decisions not to attend basketball games. Therefore, it is important for UT to find a way to make
basketball events more of a social activity in order to maximize student attendance at games.
The University of Texas at Austin (UT) has faced a problem similar to that of many other
schools with attendance at Men’s Basketball games: students fill the student section for the most
competitive games but are much less likely to attend games against other, lesser-known,
opponents. For example, in the games against the University of Kansas (KU), the student
sections in the lower area of the stadium are full with students arriving hours early to the game to
ensure a spot. Games against the University of Oklahoma (OU) in years where both schools have
had good teams have seen similar success in attendance. Before conference play, however, UT
plays a variety of lesser-known and appealing teams such as UT Arlington, Lipscomb, and New
Hampshire to name a few. The athletic department has had significantly less success in
incentivizing students to attend games against this caliber of competitors. Similarly, even when
conference play begins, the student section is not full against opponents like Iowa State, Kansas
State, etc.
Recommendation: Rewards Program
One potential way to increase attendance at men’s basketball games against less exciting
opponents is to implement a rewards program similar to the one being used at Kansas State. Like
UT, Kansas State used to do seating in its student section on a first come first serve basis.
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However, similar to UT in anticipated games like the ones against KU, the school saw a problem
with safety for its students. People would get into the arena and rush to try to get to the best seats
first.88 For UT, this problem was partially solved with the implementation of metal detectors.
The metal detectors have helped by slowing down entrance into the arena. Students now have to
enter one by one, and there is more of a time gap between each student entering. Students still
run to try to get the best seats, but it is more dispersed rather than a mob of people running and
pushing each other.
Kansas State implemented its rewards program in an effort to solve two major problems:
1. Keep students safe, and 2. Have consistency in filling its student section for non-rivalry
games. Like UT, Kansas State saw its games sell out against rivals like KU, but ticket sales were
much lower when facing lesser-known and talented opponents. For its 2008-2009 basketball
season, Kansas State tried a random lottery system in an effort to improve entry into the KU
game. This change angered loyal students who had historically gotten to the game early and
waited for the best seats, so the school had to find a better solution. It then tried to solve the
problem for the 2009-2010 basketball season by creating a men’s basketball rewards program.
The program “intended to encourage student attendance at all home games while creating a
priority system for game-day lineup procedures at Bramlage Coliseum for the Kansas game”.
This strategy makes sense as rewards programs have been successful in industries other than
sports such as airlines use of frequent flier miles and supermarkets use of frequent shopper
programs. Kansas State recognized that how much students cared about attending the Kansas
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game could motivate those students to attend all of the home games leading up to the Kansas
game.
The program encouraged students to register in groups the size of two to 10 people, and
student ticket accounts were linked to students’ identification numbers. In its first year, 999
groups registered with a total of 3,324 students.89 If applied to UT, the student identification
numbers would be students’ EIDs. When students registered for the reward program they turned
in their group name, the name of all the students in their group, and those students’ ID numbers.
Kansas State then used Microsoft Access to store the data and Paciolan software to track the
information. The following tables show more information regarding the specific numbers of the
reward program in its first year. The program is organized so that each group gets one point for
every home game the entire group attends. The number of points, or games attended, is then
averaged, and the group’s place in line for the Kansas game is determined by the number of
points the group received. Groups with students who attended all nine of the home games got
seating for the Kansas game first, and then it went down the line of groups based on the number
of points accumulated. Students were told of the new program through various media outlets
including a campus-wide email, a press release, and an article in the student newspaper.90
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As shown in the tables above, the program worked in that it made more students attend
the games leading up to the rivalry game against Kansas. On average, the number of students
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attending games increased by 1,246 students per game. The program was also popular among
students, so much so that Kansas State started using the same loyalty rewards programs in other
sports like women’s basketball, volleyball, and baseball.
One reason this reward system has been so successful at Kansas State is that it is centered
around a rivalry, and rivalries are a good way to better engage both fans and spectators. Athletic
departments can generate connections through rivalries in a few different ways. One is to name
the rivalry. Another way to build on rivalries is to have the athletic departments of both schools
work together in marketing efforts to improve the connections between fans and each of the
teams. Marketing departments can do this by emphasizing factors like geography, personality,
institutions, history, class, and incidents. They can also build on the hero vs. villain storyline to
which all people, regardless of their love of sports, can relate. By building on the idea of heroes
and villains, “fans can create meaning and attachment within the consumer experience”.
Rivalries create “in” and “out” groups or an “us vs them” mentality. These aspects of rivalries
add value and excitement to the game for both spectators and fans.
The success of the rewards program at Kansas State can also be explained based on the
Personal Investment Theory. The personal investment theory looks at action rather than the
psychological state and consists of three parts: 1. Perceived Options, 2. Sense of Self, and 3.
Personal Incentives. Perceived Options deal with how an option that is available and accepted
determines how a person acts. In terms of sports, alternative options can include other forms of
entertainment. In Austin, and regarding UT specifically, these other forms of entertainment can
include, but are not limited to, the live music scene and outdoor activities. The concept of future
availability plays a role in what one sees as his/her perceived options: if attending one game
affects whether or not you can attend another game in the future, the value of the option of
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attending the first game changes. This concept specifically relates to the rewards program,
because the rewards program increases the value of the options leading up to the big rivalry
game against Kansas. The home games before the Kansas game are more attractive because they
are linked to the more favorable result of having the best seats at the Kansas game. Another
factor of perceived options is whether or not the option is accepted by a group. When the option
is accepted by a group, the option becomes more valuable. If your group accepts and approves of
the option then your experience with the option also becomes more positive.
The second factor of Personal Investment Theory is Sense of Self or one’s “personal
identity”. The psychological aspect that is most directly connected to attendance is team
identification. When students feel like they have a strong relationship with a team, they are more
likely to invest their time and money to go to games to support that team. The concept of basking
in reflected glory (BIRG) also plays into the Sense of Self aspect. The idea behind BIRG is that
fans have an aspect of pride, and they want to share their team with other people. Rewards
programs relate to BIRG because they can influence the degree to which people identify and
associate with their teams.
Personal Incentive is the third aspect of the Personal Investment Theory. This aspect
includes the reasons people start being a fan or spectator or the reasons people choose to go to a
game. One type of incentive is task incentives, which are the part of the sport or game that makes
people want to go to the game. For rivalry games, this incentive can be history, tradition, or
“bragging rights”. Another example of incentives is ego incentives, which are intrinsic elements
that can cause fans to want to go to games or not. Athletic departments want their student bodies
to take pride in controlling the atmosphere at sporting events and intimidating the other teams. It
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is important to make students feel like they have a job, and that job is being part of the reason the
other team does not perform as best as it could.
Additionally, it is important to address the social aspect of sporting events, which is the
opportunity for students to interact with other students. Therefore, sporting events should include
chances for social activity among students in order to “increase camaraderie”. This aspect is part
of why it is important that any rewards program make students join in groups: it highlights the
potential social aspect sporting events can provide to students. Since students only get credit for
going to the game if everyone in their group goes, the program pressures students to all interact
and attend together. This part of the rewards program provides social interaction that simple
promotions and giveaways cannot. Students that are less engaged with sports but want to be part
of a group are also positively influenced to attend when they otherwise would not have the desire
to go. In order to increase attendance, it is important that athletic departments find a way to make
going to games more socially acceptable and desirable for students.
The group aspect of the reward program is one of the factors that makes it successful;
making the program based on groups motivates multiple students to go to the game rather than
going as an individual. Another aspect that makes the reward program successful is that
marketing the rivalry game is the center of the reward program. UT can also take advantage of
the game against Kansas, or the game against its rival OU, to incentivize students to attend the
home games leading up to the rivalries.91 UT should implement a similar group based reward
program for students to incentivize them to attend men’s basketball games. However, UT should
build on what Kansas State has implemented but find a way to also incentivize students to sign
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up in bigger groups rather than in smaller groups in order to maximize the number of students
attending games.
Specific to Baseball
Prior Data Collected
One particular study by Wigley used baseball at Texas A&M for its research, and
specifically a series against the school’s rival the University of Texas at Austin. When looking at
gender, according to this study, males were significantly more motivated than females economic,
escape, eustress, and aesthetic factors.92 “Escape” is the desire for students to escape from the
obligations of school, work, or other responsibilities.93 Eustress is a motivation that includes the
excitement and anxiety some fans experience from attending sporting events.94 On the other
hand, females were significantly more motivated than males by their families.95 Some people
choose to attend sporting events as an excuse to bond and spend time with family. Sports for this
type of a person is a way to improve his/her quality of life.96
When looking at the location of seats, the economic factor and the group affiliation factor
were not as significant of a motivator for people in reserved seats as it was for people in general
admission seats. People in reserved seats were more significantly motivated by the family aspect
than those in general admission seats.97 Students almost all typically sit in general admission
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seats and not reserved seats. Therefore, UT could work to improve attendance at baseball games
by focusing on the economic and group affiliation factors.
Demographic information is extremely useful for marketers when deciding what
marketing tactics to use in order to attract higher numbers of attendance.98 Knowledge such as
fan’s gender, age, employment, income, etc. can be very useful in figuring out the best way to
motivate fans to attend. Along with demographic characteristics, this study found that fans can
also be broken down into categories with different strategies based on their type of seats. A more
effective marketing strategy for season ticket holders with reserved seats would be through the
mail while a more effective marketing strategy for non-season ticket holders in reserved seats
would be through programming and media use during the game. Fans not in physical attendance
but who are still following the game can be most effectively reached through promotions and
advertisements on the radio or television with the goal to have these fans attend games in the
future.99
Recommendation: Block Seating Packages
For the baseball portion of the survey data collected in this thesis, a significant number of
students ranked “I have no one to go with” as a #1, #2, #3, and #4 influential factor in their
decisions not to attend baseball games. Therefore, it is important for UT to find ways to make
baseball games more of a social activity for students in order to maximize student attendance at
games and motivate students to go.
For students highly motivated by group affiliation, one strategy to encourage them to
attend baseball games would be to give “block seating packages to campus and community
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organizations”.100 At UT, this strategy could be effectively implemented by targeting the Greek
community, spirit organizations, organizations in individual colleges, and even dormitories.
Groups could sign up for a block of seats and then advertise when the games are to their
organizations and allow members of their organizations to sign up to sit in their blocks of seats in
order to increase the amount of social activity associated with baseball games. This idea would
also help minimize the significant number of students who ranked “I don’t know when the games
are” as a #1, #2, #3, #4, and #5 influential factor in their decisions not to attend baseball games
because organizations would advertise the events to their members in order to fill their block
seating packages.
Applicable to All Sports
Recommendation One: Create Friend Friendly Atmosphere
Interestingly, a significant number of students did not ever list “Too difficult to socialize
with my friends at the event” as an influential factor in their decisions not to attend football,
basketball, or baseball games. However, it is still important that the athletic department creates a
friend friendly atmosphere for students who are less interested in sports than those who took this
survey.
Those who are not categorized as “persistent attendees” should still be given attention
when addressing the problem of student attendance. Interestingly, the study, “Tomorrow's Fans
Gone Today: Assessing Constraints to Student Attendance at College Football Games” found
that 41.0% of people that did “not plan to attend games” had friend commitments as a constraint
and 20.9% of that same group had difficulty socializing as a constraint. These constraints were
even present in the group of “persistent attendees”: 29.7% admitted that friend commitments
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prevented their attendance in some capacity. Therefore, a conclusion of this study is that
“marketers should strive to make a more ‘friend-friendly’ atmosphere for students at their
games”.101 UT could especially improve in this department after the problems with the wristband
policy and Big Ticket groups that have been mentioned earlier. An example of improving the
social aspect of students that UT could look to is the University of Arkansas where they “offer
student skyboxes at their stadium featuring lounge furniture and hi-definition televisions
equipped with a cable sports package, designed specifically as a social space for students at the
game”.102
Recommendation Two: Improve Social Media Content
Furthermore, UT could work to improve the content of its social media. The football
program has made great improvements in this area through its Instagram account @texasfootball
that was redone for the 2017 season to be more attractive to students and recruits. However,
progress can still be made by following the ideas of other successful schools. For example,
Clemson University has done an excellent job of incorporating “in-game storytelling on social
media”. 40% of students in the study, “Tomorrow's Fans Gone Today: Assessing Constraints to
Student Attendance at College Football Games”, that decided not to attend admitted that the
option to receive updates from the game through social media was a constraint. It is likely that
when students know they can still engage with the game through social media, it makes it easier
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for them to make the decision to miss being at the game in person.103 Therefore, schools like UT
need to improve how they use social media, especially during games. Social media accounts
should not only provide updates of the score or various plays but also use pictures, videos, and
graphics/animations to show the atmosphere and emotional appeal of being physically at the
game. This tactic will show students who decided not to attend what they are missing and ideally
make them more likely to attend in the future to avoid missing out.104
UT’s Instagram account @texasfootball has 112,000 followers and 1,628 posts. The
account has done a better job in the 2017 season of highlighting players and their emotions. An
example of this improvement is the videos and pictures posted on the account after UT won the
Texas Bowl. However, it could still be improved in highlighting fans and the emotional
connection created by being physically at a game. During the game, the account updated with
photo highlights and stats, but the account did not highlight student fans at the game. Therefore,
it is currently failing to do what schools like Clemson have been successful in doing by showing
students what they are missing out on when they decide not to attend games. As of January 5,
2018, the last time @texasfootball incorporated shots or videos from the UT student section into
its posted content was November 14, 2017. As of now, the account rarely posts content from the
student section. However, the UT football account should incorporate more pictures and videos
of the student section in its content and do so more frequently in order to encourage students to
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attend games and avoiding missing out on having fun with their friends and connecting with a
team.
Clemson’s Instagram account @clemsonfb has 310,000 followers and 3,899 posts. In
comparing the two accounts, Clemson and UT have many similarities. Similar to UT’s account,
this account does an excellent job of highlighting players and their emotions by showing scenes
of players outside of football games as well as interactions among players and among players
and coaches. Both accounts also portray the process of road games in similar manners through
videos in showing the players travel and the location of the game. Clemson’s account did a better
job before the bowl game of highlighting the rivalry with its opponent, Alabama, in order to
encourage students and fans to get excited. As of January 5, 2018, the last post @clemsonfb had
that incorporated the student section was December 3, 2017.
The Texas Men’s Basketball Instagram account, @texasmbb could use some
improvement as well. As of April 23, 2018, the account had 1,030 posts and 27,500 followers.
The account does a good job of creating an emotional connection to the players through posts
such as birthday shoutouts with graphics and pictures as well as highlighting achievements off
the court such as academic awards and honors. One video posted on February 2nd also showed
Kerwin Rouch and Eric Davis encouraging students to attend a game on February 3rd. The
men’s basketball account could do a better job of incorporating student videos and pictures in its
posts to make students feel like they are missing out on a social event and encourage them to
attend games. The majority of the posts on the account are score and stats updates. The most
successful posts were the ones that incorporated footage from the student section from College
GameDay and the game against the University of Oklahoma (OU). These posts were published
on February 6th and February 3rd. Posts from February 1st and February 5th also incorporated a
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photo of the Hellraisers in the student section from the last time UT played OU for College
GameDay and a photo of the team celebrating with the student section after defeating OU
respectively. The posts surrounding the game against OU most effectively used film and footage
from the student section, and this game was also the game that was best attended by students.
Overall, the account does a good job of posting appealing graphics and cool game day shots of
the players and bench.
The Texas Baseball account could also improve its use of the student section in its
Instagram account. The account, @texasbaseball, has 1,108 posts with 31,000 followers. As of
April 23, 2018, the account used occasional footage of fans that was shown on tv but not always
specifically students. On April 21, the account did use footage of students who looked like they
were members of the band after Kody Clemens hit a home run against New Orleans. The
majority of the posts though are pictures of the team during breaks, not in the middle of plays.
The videos are typically homerun hits.
Recommendation Three: Create “Brand Ambassadors”
UT could also improve in the social category by creating “Brand Ambassador” positions
to Texas Athletics open to all students. Any student could apply to be a Brand Ambassador, and
UT would incentivize students to do so by allowing them to put it on their resume and by
offering some reward such as a $20 discount on the Big Ticket, priority seating, a discount for
football tickets against OU, etc. As a Brand Ambassador students would be responsible for
posting on their social media accounts twice a month advertising when and where a sporting
event is happening. These posts could be Instagram stories, Facebook statuses, snapchat stories,
tweets, organization-wide emails, or anything the student prefers. Athletics should target
influential students on social media, such as those who have over 1,000 followers as well as aim
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to get a certain number of students in each organization. Hopefully, enough students would sign
up and participate that there would be at least one member from each student organization that
would spread the word to their respective student organizations to create awareness about when
games are. These Brand Ambassador positions would be especially useful for sports that are not
football such as basketball and baseball, since “I don’t know when games are” were more
significant factors for a greater number of students in relation to those sports.
Recommendation Area Three: Food and Beverages
Interestingly, the only time a significant number of students listed the factor “Food and
beverages are too expensive” as an influential factor in their decisions not to attend football
games was when they ranked it #4. For basketball, a significant number of students never ranked
“Food and beverages are too expensive” as an influential factor in their decisions not to attend
basketball games. For baseball, a significant number of students ranked the factor “Food and
beverages are too expensive” as the #2 influential factor in their decisions not to attend baseball
games. These results are interesting because they imply that the costs of food and beverages are a
bigger barrier for baseball than basketball and a bigger barrier for baseball and basketball than
for football. UT could offer discounted food and drink for students, or even provide free food
and drinks for students as incentives to attend games or to stay for the entirety of games.
Applicable to All Sports
The UT athletic department should further explore the factor of food and beverage costs
being too high for students. A study called, “Tomorrow's Fans Gone Today: Assessing
Constraints to Student Attendance at College Football Games” found that this factor was more
significant for students who were making the decision not to attend closer to the time of the
actual game rather than planning ahead. Over a third of students who chose not to attend had the
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cost of drinks as a constraint. Therefore, athletic departments like UT could incentivize the group
of students who are deciding whether or not to go to games close to game time to attend by
offering students promotions for drinks. One potential promotion could be discounts on drinks
for students after halftime to encourage students not to leave the game early. Another idea would
be to make it easier for students to buy food and non-alcoholic drinks by giving them the option
to pay for it with their meal plans.105 For UT, this would mean accepting students’ Bevo Bucks
in the stadium and potentially allowing them to pay with their student IDs.
Furthermore, with the implementation of the clear bag policy, many students are trying to
take less and less to games. Clear bags are not seen as fashionable, so many girls have tried to
start attending games without a bag. However, especially for football, game day outfits for girls
do not always have pockets, so it is difficult for them to bring everything they need into the
stadium, and many students are trying to minimize what they bring with them. Many students
have started coming to games with just their phone, credit card, and student ID. Students also do
not carry around cash very often anymore. Therefore, allowing students to pay for food and nonalcoholic drinks with their student IDs would make payment more affordable and easier because
it would allow students to have to bring one less thing with them inside the stadium.
Specific to Football
Right now there are not very many vendors that walk through the student section at
football games. This lack of vendors creates a problem because students do not want to leave
their seats to go get necessities like food and water for fear that they will lose their spots, which
can lead to dehydration and fainting. In order to solve this problem, UT should send more
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vendors to the student section and find a way to accept payment from students for things like
food and water that is not only cash. One solution is that vendors could start carrying card
readers to allow students to pay for necessities while remaining in their seats without having to
bring cash with them. Other solutions include vendors accepting alternative forms of payment
such as PayPal and Venmo.106
Recommendation Area Four: Engage Fans at a Younger Age
However, a reward program by itself is not good enough. Athletic departments need to
keep pursuing other marketing strategies like promotions, giveaways, and fun half-time shows
because other strategies paired with the rewards program will increase the attractiveness of
attending sporting events the most. Athletic departments should also use marketing to build the
relationship between the team and fans/spectators while they are at events. As part of this idea, it
is important to focus on good customer service and to emphasize what is special about that
particular team, whether it be rivalries or other characteristics. An easy way to unify students,
and fans in general, is through themes where everyone wears the same color.107 For UT,
examples could be stripe the stadium, Orange Out (where everyone wears orange clothing), or
white out (where everyone wears white clothing).
It is important for UT to consider the impact of the age at which someone started to
support and cheer for the school. A study called “Examining the Relationship between Age of
Fan Identification and Donor Behavior at an NCAA Division I Athletics Department” done at
“Power 5” schools distributed surveys to 2,312 people that revealed a difference in the
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motivation behind donations between people who started identifying with a school’s athletics
program before they were 18 years old and those who started after they were 18 years old. Based
on the 18-year-old cut off, there were not monumental differences in areas like the amount given
per year and the total amount given during people’s lifetimes.108 Therefore, athletic departments
like UT should consider expanding beyond current students at the university to focus on even
younger individuals in order to create future donors to and fans of athletic departments.
UT has an incredible brand and a reputation of history, tradition, and winning in the
sports world. However, younger children are not growing up witnessing the winning tradition
that many current donors saw when they were growing up. Football is typically the most
attractive sport for people to watch and follow. Since 2009, UT has had four winning seasons
and four losing seasons. Of the winning seasons, none have been ten wins or more.109 Therefore,
it is important that UT still finds ways to get younger fans interested in UT even when the teams’
records are not extremely strong. One way to do that would be to focus locally in Austin and
have UT athletes appear at local schools and community events. UT implements this idea in
certain ways such as its relationship with schools in East Austin through the Neighborhood
Longhorns Program, but the efforts could be expanded.
A study of 65 athletic donors from two different NCAA Division I schools concluded that
most participants found a team at the school they later decided to donate to by the time they were
eight years old. Some of the participants did not even go to college at the school they eventually
donated to. Schools like UT should want to engage with students of all ages in order to secure
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donors because donations have become so important in helping schools remain competitive,
develop leading facilities, and finance athletic departments’ overall functions.110
Research has found that youth is the most important time in terms of social identity
development, which likely also extends to fan identification. Therefore, it is important for
athletic departments to prioritize winning the youth as their fans before those students even get to
college.111 One study found that the amount of time someone has identified with a sports team
has an impact on his/her involvement with that sport and his/her desire to attend that team’s
games.112 Another study concluded that most fans had decided what team they wanted to follow
before they were fifteen years old, with that decision being largely impacted by their fathers.113
An additional study concluded that many donors found the sports teams they later decided to
donate to through the influence of their family, and more specifically their parents and
grandparents.114
One study showed the importance of success in younger people determining what team to
follow. For fans at the age of eight, seeing a team win created an attachment to that team that led
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to more money in the future for that team.115 This research suggests that fans choosing their
teams at a younger stage affects their consumption and behavior in the future.116
Similar to previous research, the study “Examining the Relationship Between Age of Fan
Identification and Donor Behavior” found that team success had the biggest impact on people’s
decision to identify with the team in the beginning regardless of at what age that decision was
made. For those that identified themselves as fans before they turned 18, the most significant
factors were in-person attendance at the sporting events, family allegiance, and having the
opportunity to personally interact with players and coaches. Since success is not always easy to
control, these are the factors that athletic programs like UT should focus on and work to expand
in order to encourage people to become fans at a young age. For those that strongly identified
before turning 18, family allegiance, and specifically parents being fans, was the biggest factor.
Therefore, schools like UT should figure out ways to target their marketing efforts and
promotions at families to encourage future generations. Athletic departments should also focus
on targeting its efforts more towards children in order to build lifelong fans.117
Survey Results - Definitely Grew Up A UT Sports Fan
The following tables show the results of the 59 people who answered “Definitely yes” to
the question asking if they grew up a UT sports fan.
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Table 28: Average Number of Football Games Attended

Unlike in the survey results of all respondents, Table 28 shows for those who answered
“Definitely yes” to growing up a UT sports fan, there was not anyone who attended 0-2 games.
For the total survey results, there were 8 students who attended 0-2 games. Compared to the total
survey results, there were also increases in the percentages of students who attended 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, and 12 games by 0.46%, 4.73%, 8.43%, 7.21%, 9.48%, 3.90%, and 1.10% respectively. The
most significant increase in percentages was among the students who attended 6-8 games. This
data seems to confirm the idea that it is important to engage fans before they enter college
because greater percentages of students who grew up as UT sports fans attended greater numbers
of games.
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Table 29: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Football Games

For those who definitely grew up UT sports fans, Table 29 shows the most significant
number of students ranked the factors “Inconvenient location of the event” (14.47%), “Prior
social commitment” (9.21%), “Time commitment of attending a game” (7.89%), and “The team
isn’t performing well” (7.89%) as #1 in their decisions not to attend football games.
“Inconvenient location of the event” and “Time commitment of attending a game” were the top
two factors listed the most often by all survey respondents in what was the #1 factor in their
decisions not to attend football games. Interestingly, instead of “Prior social commitment” and
“The team isn’t performing well”, all survey respondents listed “Prior school commitment” and
“Weather” as the next two other #1 factors listed by the most people. It seems as if students who
grew up UT fans care more about the social aspect of the sporting event as well as the team’s
record, while all students care more about their academic responsibilities and the weather
conditions.
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Table 30: Average Number of Basketball Games Attended

When compared to the results of all survey respondents, Table 30 shows a smaller
percentage of people who answered “Definitely yes” to whether they grew up a UT sports fan
attended 0-1 basketball games, and a larger percentage of students attended 4-6, 9-10, 12, and 15
games. Again, the survey results seem to prove the importance of engaging students at a young
age before they enter college because an increased percentage of students who grew up UT
sports fans attended more basketball games on average.
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Table 31: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students Decisions’ Not to Attend Basketball Games

According to Table 31, the four factors ranked #1 by the most students in their decisions
not to attend basketball games for students who answered “Definitely yes” to if they grew up UT
sports fans were “Inconvenient location of the event” (25.81%), “Prior social commitment”
(19.35%), “Prior school commitment” (9.68%), and “Inconvenient game time” (9.68%). For all
survey respondents, the four factors ranked #1 by the most students in their decisions not to
attend basketball games were the same but in the order of “Prior school commitment” (22.45%),
“Inconvenient location of the event” (19.39%), “Prior social commitment” (11.22%), and
“Inconvenient game time” (7.14%). Location of the event and social commitments were
important factors to more students who grew up UT fans than they were to the total survey
respondents.
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Table 32: Average Number of Baseball Games Attended

Compared to the total survey respondents, Table 32 shows smaller percentages of
students who answered “Definitely yes” to growing up UT sports fans attended 0-2 games and
greater percentages of students who answered “Definitely yes” attended 3, 5, 7, 8, or 10 games.
These portion of the survey results also show the importance of UT engaging students at younger
ages before college because greater percentages of students who definitely grew up UT sports
fans attended more baseball games.
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Table 33: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Baseball Games

Table 33 shows the five factors ranked #1 the most often by students who answered
“Definitely yes” to growing up UT sports fans were “Inconvenient location of the event”
(30.43%), “Time commitment of attending a game” (26.09%), “Prior school commitment”
(8.70%), “Inconvenient game time” (8.70%), and “I don’t know when the games are” (8.70%).
For all survey respondents, the five factors ranked #1 the most often were the same order for the
first three factors and also included “I don’t know when the games are”. However, the one factor
that was different for all survey respondents was more students listed “Prior social commitment”
than “Inconvenient game time”. There does not seem to be a significant difference among factors
affecting students’ decisions to attend baseball games for all students compared to students who
grew up UT sports fans.
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Survey Results - Grew Up a UT Sports Fan at Any Level
The category “Grew Up a UT Sports Fan at Any Level” includes students who answered
either “Definitely yes” or “Kind of” to whether they grew up a UT sports fan.
Table 37: Average Number of Football Games Attended

Table 38: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Football Games
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Table 39: Average Number of Basketball Games Attended

Table 40: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Basketball Games
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Table 41: Average Number of Baseball Games Attended

Table 42: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Baseball Games
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Survey Results - Did Not Grow Up a UT Sports Fan
This section includes students who did not grow up UT sports fans or students who
answered, “Didn’t grow up a sports fan for any team” or “Grew up a sports fan for another team”
to the question of whether they grew up a UT sports fan.
Table 46: Average Number of Football Games Attended

For those who grew up UT sports fans at any level (those who answered “Definitely yes”
or “Kind of”) no one attended 0 football games, compared to 5.66% of people who did not grow
up UT sports fans that attended 0 football games. Interestingly, a greater percentage of people
who did not grow up UT sports fans attended 4 football games than those who did (15.09%
compared to 7.46%). There was not a significant difference in percentages for students who
attended 1-3 or 5-6 games. However, a greater percentage of students who grew up UT fans
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attended 7-9 games. For football, it does not seem that whether or not you grew up a UT sports
fan has a significant, consistent impact on students’ game attendance.
Table 47: First Ranked Factors in Students’ Decisions not to Attend Football Games

For all students, regardless of whether they grew up UT sports fans, the top four factors
that were ranked #1 by the most students are the same. However, students who did not grow up
UT sports fans prioritized “Time commitment of attending a game” instead of “Inconvenient
location of the event”.
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Table 48: Average Number of Basketball Games Attended

Table 48 shows twice as many students who did not grow up as UT sports fans attended 0
basketball games than those who did grow up as UT sports fans. A greater percentage of students
who grew up UT sports fans attended more than 8 games. These survey results show that
growing up a UT sports fan can translate to a greater percentage of students who attend more
than half of the home basketball games, suggesting that those who grew up UT sports fans
become more dedicated fans with fairly consistent attendance throughout the season.
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Table 49: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Basketball Games

For those who did and did not grow up UT sports fans, the first three factors were the
same in slightly different orders. Table 49 shows those who did not grow up UT sports fans
prioritized “Prior school commitment” over “Inconvenient location of the event”. Those who
grew up UT sports fans also had “Location of my seats” as its fourth factor ranked #1 the most
often, which those who did not grow up UT sports fans did not.
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Table 50: Average Number of Baseball Games Attended

Table 50 shows more people who did not grow up UT fans attended 0-3 games than those
who did grow up UT fans, and more people who did grow up UT fans attended more than 4
games on average. Again, the survey results suggest that people who grew up UT fans are more
likely to have consistent attendance at greater numbers of games per season than those who did
not grow up UT fans, which shows the importance of UT focusing on engaging fans at younger
ages before they enter college.
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Table 51: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Baseball Games

The students who did and did not grow up UT fans listed the same first two factors as the
most important the most often. However, Table 51 shows students who did not grow up UT fans
listed “I don’t know when the games are” and “I have no one to go with” more often compared
to students who did grow up UT fans listed “Prior school commitment” and “I don’t like
baseball” more often.
Recommendation Area Five: Target Women
Marketers should focus their efforts on motivating females to attend sporting events.118
Women are important to target as individuals but also because of the level of control they have
over groups of people (such as families in the future), which could mean the potential to bring in
more fans as part of a group.119
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Survey Results
Table 52: Average Number of Football Games Attended By Females

Table 53: Average Number of Football Games Attended By Males

Tables 52 and 53 show more females attended 2-5 football games while more males
attended 7-12 games. Therefore, it is important for UT to target women to increase their
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percentages of attendance at 7-12 games to the same as males in order to increase total
percentages of student attendance at 7-12 games. If greater percentages of students attend 7-12
games that means more students are traveling to away games and making it easier for the UT
football team to play and win games on the road by taking away some of the home-field
advantages of opponents at away games.
Table 54: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Football
Games For Females
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Table 55: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Football
Games For Males

Interestingly, Tables 54 and 55 show more women listed “Prior school commitment” and
“The team isn’t performing well” as the #1 factor in their decisions not to attend football games
than males, and more males listed “Unattractive opponent” and “Weather” as the #1 factor in
their decisions not to attend football games. Of these four factors, the one that UT could have the
most direct control over is “Prior school commitment” listed by females. Since this factor is
significant for women, UT can target women by offering them the bite-size consumption options
that would allow them to attend a football game for the second half rather than the whole game.
This recommendation could allow women to take a more desirable two hour study break to
watch the second half rather than a potential six hour study break to tailgate and attend an entire
football game.
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Table 56: Average Number of Basketball Games Attended By Females

Table 57: Average Number of Basketball Games Attended By Males
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Tables 56 and 57 show greater percentages of females attended 0-4 basketball games
while greater percentages of males attended 5 or more games. Therefore, UT should target
women to try to increase the percentages of women that attend 5 or more games to the same
amount of percentages of males that attend 5 or more games.
Table 58: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Basketball
Games By Females
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Table 59: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Basketball
Games By Males

Tables 58 and 59 reveal more females than males listed “Inconvenient game time” as a
#1 factor in their decision not to attend basketball games and more males listed “Location of my
seats” and “Time commitment of attending a game”. Unfortunately, UT does not have much
control over setting the time of the basketball games as the time is often decided by TV
networks. Additionally, the game times will not always be convenient for students simply
because half of the game times occur during the week when students have assignments and tests
they have to prepare for. Women did list “I have no one to go with” and “I don’t know when the
games are” more often than men did. Therefore, the group rewards program could minimize the
factor of “I have no one to go with” and “I don’t know when the games are” by giving females a
set group of people they can go to the games with and by alerting them to when the games are
since groups only get a point if every member of the group is present. UT could also minimize
these factors for women through the use of “Brand Ambassador” positions that would help
spread information on when games are.
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Table 60: Average Number of Baseball Games Attended By Females

Table 61: Average Number of Baseball Games Attended By Males

Tables 60 and 61 show greater percentages of males attended baseball games than
females regardless of the number of games. Therefore, it is extremely important for UT to target
women to attend baseball games because currently, they are at lower percentages than males are
for any other sport.
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Table 62: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Baseball
Games By Females

Table 63: First Ranked Factors Affecting Students’ Decisions not to Attend Baseball
Games By Males

Tables 62 and 63 reveal more females ranked “I don’t know when the games are” and
“Prior school commitment” as #1 in their decisions not to attend baseball games than males did.
More males ranked “I don’t like baseball” and “Inconvenient game time” as #1 in their decisions
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not to attend baseball games than females did. UT should target females because they have more
control over the factors ranked #1 more often by women than by men. For “Inconvenient
location of the event” and “Time commitment of attending a game”, UT could benefit both
females and males by offering free shuttles or opening the garage to free student parking in order
to minimize the inconvenience of getting to the game and decreasing the time commitment of
attending a game by cutting down the amount of time students have to spend looking for a
parking place and walking from that parking place to the baseball game. UT can also benefit
females by using “Brand Ambassadors” and improved social media content to minimize the
factor of more females not knowing when the games are. Additionally, UT could minimize the
“Prior school commitment factor” by letting students in free after the fifth inning even if they do
not own the big ticket.
Benefits to the Athletic Department
Increased student attendance at UT sporting events benefits the athletic department by
providing it with extra revenue in the present and in the future. Greater numbers of student
attendance also benefit the athletic department by contributing to team success and helping
improve team’s win-loss records.
Additional Revenue
The athletic department should want the student section of every game filled. Not filling
the student sections means a less intimidating atmosphere for the opposing teams and less
potential revenue for the athletic department. When students attend a game, they often will also
purchase food and drinks, which contributes to revenue. The more students that attend a game,
the more income there will be from food and drink purchases. Therefore, the athletic department
should want to increase attendance at all games, but especially those games against lesser-known
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opponents.120 Athletic departments should also want fans that identify strongly with their teams
because this identification has a large impact on fans. The stronger the feeling of identification,
the more willing people are to give financially to the teams through tickets, attendance, consumer
behavior, and donations.121
Athletic departments should also want to encourage student attendance because students
will eventually become season ticket holders and boosters in the future. Therefore, it is to the
advantage of the athletic department to engage people early on, such as when they are students,
in order to create lifelong fans and generate more revenue. Furthermore, while still in college,
students can greatly improve the atmosphere of games, which benefits the team playing and
potentially the win-loss record. Additionally, student attendance generates more revenue through
ticket sales, food and drink sales, and merchandise sales.122
Atmosphere and Success Benefits
Marketing departments must figure out ways to turn fans into people willing to buy
tickets and attend their sporting events. Attendance is important because it brings money to
athletics programs but it also has other benefits including adding to the team’s success. Fans,
especially the closer they are to the actual game, can influence the success of the team.123
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Tom Herman commented on the changes and the new policy of general admission seating
in the student section at football games: “We want opposing teams to talk about how difficult it
is to play at DKR, and we’re so excited about these changes that can help us create the best
atmosphere in college football. We’ve talked with many of our students, and their new setup in
the stadium should allow them to help us have that great home-field advantage we hope for.
Speaking for our entire team, I also want to thank our loyal fans for supporting us in creating this
special section for our students”.
The overcrowding issue that led to the wristband policy was created partly by students
photoshopping and altering their tickets in order to sit in a more desirable location or with friends
they did not sign up to sit with before the priority deadline. According to new Athletic Director
Chris Del Conte, “Prior to my arrival, Mike Perrin and our team worked with Coach Herman, his
staff and key student leaders and identified an opportunity to create a contiguous student section
in the southeast corner of the stadium. We believe that creating this section just for the [students]
and making it general admission will improve the game-day experience and ultimately increase
student attendance and participation. This is a great plan for Texas”.124
Health Benefits for Students
Schools should prioritize student attendance at sporting events for a variety of reasons
including the fact that research has found a positive correlation between college students
identifying with the sports teams at their universities and social psychological health. However, a
new study reveals that schools should prioritize not just attendance but also identification with
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the team. This study found that identifying with the team (involvement on the private level) led
to a larger change in well being than attendance (involvement on the public level). Schools
should encourage students to become fans and not just people who attend because research has
found that there are “identifiable and measurable benefits (academic and psychological)”, and
schools should want their students to be healthy both physically and mentally. Identifying with a
team helps students by improving their social connections with other people.
Research suggests that students who attend college athletic events receive social benefits
and the opportunity to form peer networks. Students who have the experiences of attending
athletic events have higher GPAs and better graduation rates than students who do not attend
athletic events.125 A study by Schurr, Wittig, Ruble, and Henrikson (1993) found that students
who attended athletic events “had a significantly higher mean grade point average (GPA) of 2.55
and a higher graduation rate of .64 compared to students who did not attend athletic events that
had a GPA of 2.36 on average and a graduation rate of .48. To further prove the significance of
these results, it is noted that the groups had similar GPAs in high school and similar test scores
before college. Therefore, the students who attended were not simply smarter or better in school,
but there is likely another factor that led to their increase in success.126
Another study by Wann and Robinson (2002) found that identification with one’s college
team had a positive and significant correlation with students’ interaction with the athletics
program of their school. The study found the more students connected with the team
psychologically, the more “social capital” or social connections they formed with other students
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and the more likely they were to be involved with the school, want to stay at and graduate from
the school, be happy about their time at the school, enjoy their time at the school, and view their
school positively and adequately meeting expectations. Both enduring and temporary
connections increase the social psychological health of students including a decrease in the
feeling of loneliness and an increase in social self-esteem.127
According to a study by Wann, Polk, and Weaver, when college students identify with
their school’s team they increase their social capital.128 Similarly, other studies found students
that identify with their school’s team more find more fulfillment with their social lives,129 fewer
feelings of loneliness,130 more recurring positive emotions and less recurring negative
emotions,131 fewer feelings of alienation,132 greater self-esteem,133 greater amounts of vigor,134
more extroversion,135 and more trust in other people.136 Team identification and attendance are
strongly and positively correlated, which is why it is important for schools to encourage student
127
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attendance in order to also encourage identification with the team. However, team identification
does not depend on attendance, which is why it is important for schools to find ways to
strengthen the psychological connections students feel towards their schools’ teams137.
The study called “College Student Attendance at Sporting Events and the Relationship
between Sport Team Identification and Social Psychological Health” by Wann concluded that
identifying with a team is positively correlated with the percentage and amount of friends
keeping up with the team, and people’s view of how following the team leads to the creation and
continuation of friendships. According to Wann, all of these factors do help people’s social
psychological health and are therefore important to encourage.138 These advantages can still be
shared with students who cannot physically attend sporting events for whatever reason. These
students can benefit from these social connections in other locations outside of the actual
sporting event including their living space and in their classes. This study reinforces the idea that
sports are important for universities to encourage and maintain among their members because
sports help create a sense of community and encourage the well-being of the members.
It is also necessary to recognize that these social psychological health advantages of
identifying with ones team can happen with any sports team, not just the major revenue
generating sports like football, men’s basketball, and baseball. Identifying with sports that are
less popular and generate less revenue are found to result in the same social psychological health
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advantages. Research also found that there are additional social psychological health advantages
when students identify with more than one team at their school such as football and basketball or
baseball and volleyball rather than just one team. Therefore, schools should motivate their
students to identify with a variety of teams rather than just one to maximize the benefits their
students receive.139
Conclusion
UT should care about increasing student attendance and creating better, holistic Longhorn
fans because of the many benefits for the athletic department, University, and students. UT can
work to increase attendance and fan identification among students by providing cheaper and
easier transportation for students to and from games, increasing opportunities for social
engagement among students at sporting events, making food and beverages more accessible and
cheaper, engaging fans at younger ages before they are students at the University, and targeting
women to increase their attendance levels to the same as males in order to increase total student
attendance.
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